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WHA J'S lJP J){){----;=:---t·l:lppm;.-.\ i\ a lwrkr rn:c
\'J~lljltl\ --·~.--.~-. ~'
11/14
Wll•\ I 'S lJil DOC' Dl•fuuuon of Adnunimntive
rl'~pnmihilily: to provitlr u publrc conmlllllictttiotJs
W~l,'lll rm the Ucaf.
11/14
w!iA J'·s UP DOC I !clio Wall! 1'hnnk~ fur 11or
IUillllllgllllOiUYI:ilm:.
11/14
WIII\1'S UP 00('

!lllppinc~s isn!I)W·gr~

!c;tdlll~

Ill u wheclclmir ac~es~iblc bitthromn.
I .1/.14
WIIA l'S liP DO(' - Totlay is Awnrcnc.~s Dny
~P~~n~orc-d by J)isllblcd On C'amp\1~- All UNM
~uu.leul~. facuhy ~nd shtfr arc itrvircd to drup by the
Cenlml SUR llallromn Barn tn 4prn rot demon·
~mttinns, di~plays

and di~cu~sinn.
I 1/14
WANTED: ONH l/SilD ("OI.OR TV IN GOOD
RUNNING ('QNOITION. CALL IH.Ue LORRY
AS SOON 1\S I10SSIBl.E.
11114
f•FRRY'S Pll'.ir.A. l1 lZZA by the: slice und pun,
Spl"<'ial~ rcouuring fre~h st~lnds.
ActO\~ fmm UNM.

WOMAN'S UOLD WllH.:h wHh broken

llaml IJcnllfyand clair11, Marron Hall. Room 105.

1rn
(<iM) (Jn pr~cc of lcuthcr work, in
~~~~c~! !~!_!_II. Claim MMron llnll, Room 105.
tfn
FOUND: ROOM 1020 of new Art Uuildillg: men's
~WCllll'r W/\ucdc dc~ign. Claim Marron 1-l<tll, Room
IU~
Lfn
HltJNJ3: ROCK WEI.!. AC Adnptcr uu ht t1oor of
SUR C'Jmm Marron Hull Room lOS.
tfn
I·'Ol/NlJ-

KI~YS

1-<HJND: I KHY neur

book~torc. ltlcnlify

omd drum

Marron I lull 105.
1!/14
IU·WARD FOR R/·.TURN of or infu concerning rccl
female dotwrman. Recently ~paycd, still ha~ ~uturc~.
I ml

Cnrli~lc- Murqucl(c

ilfler :'ipm November 6, 1978.
ll/14

u,-R 7GR7m247-211Jl,Knthy.

f·OUND IN NDRTJ I rwrking Jot, women's glasses •
h-'!:nltfy & claim, Room 105, M<~rrolt J Jail.
J J/14
('(HJND: /U'. !)'I YJ 1~ book in Jrrurnali~m Jlldg.
11120
Identify mtd dni1o 111 Jourmtli~m Room 216.
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SERVICES

TYPI~-i'J

n~RM

PI\PI•RS,

thc~i'>, rc\lllllC~.

299·

12101

H97£L

KINKO'S IYPINO SERVr<'lf {IUM Selectric) and
now 1-min\1\C Pn~~port
261:1 ff:'ll 'i. We do key~.

Pholo~.

ruqti~llcd.

~lfl

ul $141 (XI
8114. /{(."Sell
11117

nH>ROOM, 2 bllt.h lownlrou~e
( _;upetcc.l. Fcncci;l, $Hi~. btlh Pllll.i. 262·l151 Valley
!tcmal~~~-5 fcc
ll/17
{,RJ.~A'i nti'Y()N 1m <~dobc home inlhc !'-lowrttown
nre~. wtth one bedroom, OllC bath. Comph::tely
renovuted, tlm i~ an exceptional finl home. can Pam
II all, Wnlkcr-Hinkle Company at 268-4Hl, or 2559218.
11/14
$!5CJ 3 UHDROOM, BILLS paid. J block.~ for UNM,
fircpl<:~ce, basement sta.~h. 262-1751 Valley Rentah.
$]~fcc.
11/17
FINELY f'URNIS:HEI) EASTSlDE I bedroom:
p;JIJO, fenced, .$95, most bill~ paid. 262·1751, Valley
Renlal~- $1'i fcc.
ll/17
S'll/1>10 AP'r. r·OR rent, clean, ncar UNM, one
block mnth or Central. Cn11265-6966 or 26R-0504.
11120
LARGE I BEDROOM UNFURNISHED ap;utment
in dup)t:~. Close tl.l UNM. Nice yard. $165 piU5
utilities. 40'JSpruce NE. 344·6330 after 5.
II/ 15
MELLOW PERSON WANTED to sh<~re house
w/Urnd. SLUdenq dt)wnlown, 15 blocks campus.

z·

$100/mo. 242-4168.

5.

11120

FOR SALE

I 0 SPEED UIKE, ' 1 l•rec Spirit''. flxt:ellent eo11dition.
Coruac1 C'lifr or C'indy 277-5407 1Jam-2pm/4-6pm.
$55 or bc5t ofrer.
11/14
SAN MARCO COMET Ski boots, yellow, Like new.
$4(1,()(1. HBJ-1467 aflcr 5.
I IllS
UARRARD TlJRNTABI.H W/NEW Grado car~
tridgc. Scot I amplifier. $50.00 ca. Good cond. 84Jn.45,
11/15
SPI~('I_AL SALE JRI. #4311 Studio Monitors. Will
tukc tm(.]c-. Hi-Fi 1-Jousc, 3011 Monte VIsta NE. II/ 17
HFAR .li1L SPEAKERS. Rccclvc free Cal Jam
pmlcr. 1-li-Fi House, 3011 Monic Vistu NB.
111-17

6.

EMPLOYMENT

WORK OVI!RSEAS IN the PcuceCorps, 277-5907.
12/0J
OVERSEAS JOBS. SUMMER/rulllimc. Eumpc, S,
America, AuWalil\, Asia, etc. All fields, $500-1200
moulhly, cxpcn~es p;1id; ~lghtsccing. Free in f •• Write:
lntcnwlit)n>il Job Center, Uox 4490·NR Ucrkclcy. ('A
9<1704.
1210 I

No appolnlmcnl.

tfn

GUITAR LESSONS ALL -~lYles. Mnrc'~ (iUJiar
Shtdio. 2.S5-5H8(..
tfn
QA TYPJNO SUJ(VIC'E. A complete typing nnd
e(}ilorinl o;ystem. Tcchuical, general legal, mecical,
\Chola~tjc. Charts antl ta'blcs. 34:5-2125.
11/01
TYPIST ~ 24 HOUI~ SERVIC'E IBM Selectric lr,
)cau, iS!i-9426, <lfler4:00pm.
12/01
TYPING: FAST REASONABLE. 293·39.53, Pat.
12101
FAST ACCURATETYJ,INO, 266-3953.
11/20

TYI'1NC FIRSTQUAI.ITY, SSJ-7781, Holly. 11/20
HYPNOSIS (.'AN AHECT your grndcs, your
weight, or your smoking. Phone c•ynthia Nlng. 266·
1789 or 292.()370,
11120

CROW'S NEST FLOWERS
Antiques & Gifts
StJecial Love Bunch $2.50
265-8569, 265-8560
10% OFF Cash & Carry
925 San Pedro SE

Covered

.,.,-agon

J J/15

tr:r'rJCW.

,;~o PFR 100 l~NVfo.I.OPhS ~turfed and uddrcs~cd !II

hmnc Wnlt: Ut!nco l!fllcrp(is{;S Oo:o: 5239 Austin T:t.
78763. SOON.
11116
PARl TIMf.:. CASHIHR. Night~ llrtd w~;~:kends. Will
lratn. Apply in person. Frontlc:r Restal1ranr 2400
v

Ccntra!SE.

11111

PART 'TIME JOB sales, ntxiblc hours, good pay,
Pmsihle full time tlur[ng break. Call Phil Franczyk,
C.L.U."BH3·5360.
12/01
HOST WANTED. MATURE, well-dressed male
wanted. Shirt & tic 1 over 21. Cflll883·2540 or come by
The n~t;tblishment.
11/17
DAYTIME HELP. HOURS 11·7, M-F. 241-2181.
11/17

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

POETS, ARTISTS, CRF.ATORS: M!bmil your work
to UNM's arts/literary Jll<Jgi.ll.ine, Conccptiom SW.
nox 20 UNM Po!> I Office 871 J 1. Include S.A.S.l!. rot
return. Deadline Nov. 27, For inronnarion caii27756S6or873-1904c:.,.c.~.
tfn
CHEAP WATER BEDS AT Water Trips. $99 buy~
yolJ: {I) 1\ny sit.e dark WiJlnut stained frame, {2)
safety liner, (3) foam insul<~Wd comfort pad, (4) lin)'
si7e maurt:ss wilh 3-yr. gu~rMtee. $99 at Water
Trips. :l407 C.c111ral NE. 25.5-2289.
04/05
FREE KlrrENS, HEALTHY, cute! Will deliver.
C~ill344-()446pr891-l249.
11/14

New IVIexico

Expose yourself to
the Rockies. Ski New
Mexico.

DAILY

Wednesday, November 15,1978

DARTS! STUDENT SPECIAl.: profcs~ionnl bri~tle
board and set of nickel-silver darts with case. Lim for
$52, sfx!"<;!ial $39•.50. ll~S:30 Tues-Sat. 1.56·7103. The
D.arl Store (in The Silver Sunbeam) 3409 Central NE..
ll/20

TODAY'S CBDSSIDID PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Skink
5 Easy10 Joust
14 Stag
15 French an·
nuity
16 "I get it": 2
words
17 Too dyed
19 Petition
20 Tents
21 Affairs
23 Outward:
Anat.
26- and con
27 Convalescents'
abode:
2 words
30 Strafe
34 Scientific
suffix
35 Switzerland's
neighbor
37 United
38 Motel of
yore
39 Repairs
shoes
41 As written:
Music
42 Rest
43 Result

44- heat
45 Needlework
47 Sturdily
50 Female ruff
51- poker
52 Repudiates
56 Models
60 Picture
61 Of official
papers
64 Picket
65 Cheer
66 Flightless
bird
67 Coaster
68 Know the69 Eject
DOWN
1 - put
2 Roof part
3 - school
4 Thoroughfares
5 "The Count
of

Monte-"
6 Layer
7 Emmel
8 Thing
9 Ripe fruit: 2
10
11
12

13

words
First-rate
Dot of land
Stare
Receptions

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Monday's Puzzle Solved·
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Index

j~i

C:t?.

18 Calif. lnst.
of 22 Cards

24 Out of order
25 Deviations
27 Crakes
28 Man's nickname
29 Tendon

31 Modeled
32 Inner: Anat.
33 On tap
36 Alaskan native
39 Revive
40 Procreate
44 Relies

Ski New Mexico

46 Pressed
48 Makes dirty
49 Andre-:
Fr. poet

Pages 5-11

(Where to do it, how
to do it, what to do it

52 Immerses

53 Ending for

in.)

angel or mag
54 Flatfish
55 Alone
57 On the crest
of
58 Burden
59 Sluggish
62 Outdo

/

Travel New Mexico
Sports
Arts

Pages 12-17
Pages 18-22
Page 23

63 N. Amer. In·
dian

1004 Central, S.E.

WriOIS!lAVEANDRICK'1

11/14
11/14

PIHI.-CHRJSTMAS SALF is on! All jewelry ho"e~.
prpc~. IJ;ttnplu:nmlia - .incen~e · lrghtcrs-- bon&5. only
at Pipe& Tctb:tCl'O Koatl- 107 ('orne liSE M·l' 8;J0-6,
Sat l0-4

11120

lll-10 fOORAPIIY
STUOI;NTS,
IIOUHYISTS!
Ctl~j()IJI blaek·nnd-whjlc procc~~ing, pr111tHiS- J•inc!lrllill (If J1USh-proccs5ing or film. I land work, tender

4.

Maken of """" Melle
lntli•n jewelry

HOUSING

ROOM FOR RPNT in Valley home, SIOO ph1~
IUilltic~ with fircplnl'e, hardwood noor'il. l~iftccn min.
from ca111nu~. ('all Mike at811-S9J9.
11117

love :md care o( )'our JltCCIOII~ negative~. Cc:nunct
-shed~ :~nd high-quality cu~tom cnlargcmcrm,
lllllll11llll.!!. etc. Advice if nskttl. Call 26.~·244,4 or
cohJ~;Io 17J1'(lirunf Ulvd, N.H.
fl/11

NOD HIU. MOTEL. Reasonable claily and weekly
rntc~. 3111 Central SE. Ncar UNM. Pllonc255-3172
ll/17
ONE BEDROOM r;URNISl-IED upt. one block to
llNM. Twin or double beds. $195 include~ utilities.
Vnr~uyHome 141 ColtunbiaSE.
11122

I'AS..'ii'OR.'r, ID£~NTIFJ('ATION PHOTOS, l.owcM
pn~c~ in 1own · J for $3.7$1 Fa~1. fJicaSill!-1. Ncar

ROOMMATE WAN'rED: FEMALE to 'i.hnrc NE
AlhuqUCr<JtlC apl. Rent negotiable. 293-9316 artcr

LINM. Cnll265-2444 or coulc to 1717 Oinrrd Ulvd.
Nl·
12/(ll

2.

rmyment~

\\'ORK~Il IJY 1'0'-ll!ICJN AVAILAULL
l.ibnny
nv.i~lant l ~ 20 hour~ pt!r week, mu't work MWF
lum.h < mHm:l Womc:n'~ Ccnh:r, 277·3716 for in-

10:00 pm.

12101

In~AUTIFUL IMMI\CULA'TE J bedroom, I ~~ J/4
bath, f:J.ntily room. Nenr Juan Tabo & Copper NE.

AvHilnblc arOUild Nov. 1Sth. Rcrercnces, $175/mo.
Mr~. tec-255·3991 or 291·1603 1 e\'cning 292-;\802.

LOST & FOUND

llll4

r'INI1 YOliRSHl.IIIN the Pctacc Corp!>. 211·5901
12101

Barry's Electronic

Repair
505 San Pedro SE 265-0335
FREE ESTIMATES and
10% OFF USED TV'S
with valid UNM 10
We rejJalr·stereosj tv's! tapesj and

OlDTOWN

Pre-Hire
Temporary
Services
Jobs! Jobs! Jobs!
Cash Daily!!!
Laborers,
Domestics,
Clerical,
needed.
Wages above Minimum.
No fee, must have tran·
sportation and phone
1200Son Pedro NE
262·1946
Parking in rear

also-haveiJ.Iect!on!G-parts in stock.

Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily
Lobo
tirtles(s) beginning
, under the heading
(circle one): I. Personals;
2. Lo>t & Found;
3. Services;
4. Housing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. 'fravel
8. Miscellaricous.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertisin~ Rates
I5c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms c:.sh in fHivanCl'
Hours: H::30

A.~l.

~lond:n·

to 4::30 1'.~1.
thru Frida,

~~ arron Hall, Honill lOS
~fail
t1:'-i~1

Enclosed $_ _ _ _ Placed by

Box 20,

To

l'niH·r~ity

of :'-ie{, \le\ieo

Albuquerque, :">t'\\. ~lexit'O !)7l:l!
FISHER PHOTO

•

Pag<• 3, New M~xko Daily LOBO, Nowmlll'r 15, l!J7H
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l'ag•· ;l, :-.i ••w M"xic·o Duilr LOBO, Novc·mber .Ul, UJ7h

Testimony

World News

banned

Case c ear1ng urge
RAI.l'.!<iH, N.C. (UP I) -· The
lu;tice Department urged a Federal
J u d~e T ucsday to c! car the
Wilmington
10,
saying
it
qtw'>tioned the constitutionality of

the IIJ72 trial of the nine black men
and a while woman who were
convicl cd a(](hcrvcd time for a civil
riglm firebombing.
"This h what we have worked so
hard for," .1aid Wilmington 10
member Anne Sheppard Turner
when told of the action, "We knew
if we just kept pressing, there had
to be justice somewhere in all this
eralincss over the years."
The government filed a friend-ofthc·court brief urging U.S. District

PachamamJ

113llomuo N.W. Old. Town

Fast for a World Harvest
Thursday, November 16, 1978
Liturgies beginning the fast for
a world harvest on Wednesday
8:30p.m. Luther House
9 p.m. Newman Center
Celebration ending the fast will be at Canterbury Chapel. We
will begin at 7 p.m. with liturgy, simple meal, and the Forum
(Which can bevlewed on channelS at 9 p.m.)
Wo oneourugo you to doneto to Oxfam·Amerlca (or your lavorlte organization which helps
poor pooplo help themselves). Contribullons may bo mollod directly or glvon through:

CHEWS {co_aUtlon tO help ease_ Wo_dd starvation), a student organization
Canterbury Chapell425 Unlverstty N-.E.
Luiher House,1805las lomas N.E.
Newman Center, "1815 Las Lomas N.E.
United ·Minlslrlos Contor1 1801 Las Lomas N.E.

OXFAM-AMERICA's address Is
302 Columbus Ave., Boston, MA 02116

Judge Franklin Dupree to grant a
writ of habeas corpus for the group
convicted in the 1971 firebombing
of a white-owned grocery in
Wilmington during a period of civil
rights strife. All but the Rev.
Benjamin Chavis, the leader of the
group, are on parole.
A grant of habeas corpus would
free Chavis,. who is a divinity
student at Duke University under a
prison student-release program,
and clear the others of parole
restrictions.
Justice Department officials said
that, if the writ of habeas corpus is
granted, North Carolina officials
could conceivably attempt to
correct the alleged flaw in their
prosecution
and
put
the
Wilmington I 0 through a new trail.
But stale officials have said
repeatedly, and affirmed Tuesday
there would be no new trail.
Gov. James B. Hunt Jr. earlier
. this year declined to pardon the 10,
described as political prisoners by
supporters, but did reduce their
sentences. He said through a
spokesman his decision would not
be altered by federal action.
"The governor stands by his
decision and they're (the Justice
Department) free to do whatever
they want to do," said Gary
Pearce, Hunt's press secretary.
The Justice Department said
Allen Hall, a key witness in the trial
of the 10, changed his sworn
testimony before the trail but
prosecutor Jay Stroud failed to
provide defense lawyers with his
"amended statement."
Hall was sentenced to 12 years in
prison for an unrelated assault
conviction stemming from the
widespread racial violence in 1971.

WASHINGTON (UP!) - The
House Assassinations Committee
Tuesday decided not to question a
former mental patient who claims
James Ead Ray was not the man
she saw leaving the scene of the
crime after Dr. Martin Luther King
was killed.
Chief Counsel G. Robert Blakey
said there would be "no useful
purpose" in questioning Grace
Walden because medical testimony
showed that she suffers memory
lapses from irreversible brain
damage caused by alcoholism.
Mark Lane, attorney for Ray and
co-guardian of Walden, had agreed
to let her test! fy.
Lane contends that government
and police authorities kept Walden
locked up for 10 years in a Tennessee mental institution to stifle
her eyewitness testimony on the
April4, 1968, Memphis slaying.
According to Lane, Walden saw
a man running from the scene of
the .crime and is sure it was not Ray,
who has recanted his guilty plea and
now claims he did not shoot King.
Before announcing the committee would not call Walden,
Blakey introduced evidence apparently designed to show she
would not make a credible witness.
He introduced records from John
Gaston Hospital in Memphis
stating that, on the day she was
admitted in July 1968, Walden was
an alcoholic with suicidal tendencies.
The records said she was admitted to the psychiatric ward for
those reasons and was later transferred to Western State Hospital
where she tried to hang herself with
bedsheets.
Aside from that, "she has been
arrested over 50 times," Blakey
told the panel, "and convicted .of

Carter praises Hassan
for defying other Arabs
WASHINGTON
(UPI)-President Carter Tuesday
praised King Hassan II of Morocco
for defying other Arab leaders and
strongly supporting Anwar Sadat's
historic peace mission to Jerusalem
one year ago.
Welcoming Hassan to the White
House, Carter Urged him to use his
influence as a moderate Arab leader
to help bring peace to the Middle
East.
"You have shown great courage
in trying to retain the cohesion of
the Arab world and at the same
time you Were forceful in your
expression of support for the peace
initiative taken by President Sadat a
year ago when he went to
Jerusalem," Carter said.
"He (Sadat) was criticized by
many, but he was praised and
supported by you,'' Carter told
Hassan at the beginning of a threeday state visit.
"I know that your beneficent
influence in the future will help our
nations and those of us struggling

E
0
_.

for peace ultimately achieve suc-

cess.''
After the welcoming ceremony
with full military honors on the
south lawn of the White House,
Carter and Hassan talked about the
stalled Egyptian-Israeli peace talks
for 85 minutes.
"They discussed the situation of
the Middle East and the President
described the state of the EgyptianIsraeli negotiations/' the White
House said in a short statement.
At the welcoming ceremony,
Hassan did not mention the Middle
East. Instead he hailed as Carter's
human rights program as "important. .. and an encouragement"
to small nations.
"We have no large armies nOr·
many weapons. , . we have only our
rights, which are the best
weapons," Hassan said.
The Middle East, specifically the
Egyptian-Israeli peace talks which
grew out of the Camp David
Accords, Were expected to be dealt
with.

public drunkeness.. soliciting for
prostitution, passing bad checks,
disorderly conduct, resisting arrest,
loitering, vagrancy, driving while
intoxicated, driving without a valid
operator's license and carrying an
unregistered pistol."
Walden, 63, was residing in
Bessie Brewer's Rooming House in
Memphis the day of King's slaying.
Authorities believe King was shot
from that vantage point.
Police who questioned Walden
quoted her saying her common-law
husband at that time, Charles
Stephens, saw Ray leave a
bathroom of the roominghouse
where the shot that killed King was
believed to originate.
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.Jim Gryniuk
K-2 Skis Nortico Ski Boots

Deana Turner
Olins Skis

lsbo After Ski Boots

Pent:'Y Richards
Rossignol Skis lsbo After Ski Boots
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ATLANTA (UPI)-McDonald's
Corp., the nation's largest hamburger chain, reported Tuesday
sales at some of its southeastern
stores nosedived dramatically
because of false rumors that worms
were being used to enrich its beef.
Company officials, concerned
over a steady two-month drop in
sales, called a special news conference in a new effort to quash the
lingering rumor. They described
their product as 100 per cent beef
with no additives.
As many as 50 McDonald's in the
metropolitan Atlanta area have
reported lagging sales since the
rumor surfaced nine weeks ago,
some suffering up to a 30 per cent
drop h1 sales.
The rumors has also cropped up
in other parts of the South and the
Midwest.
For McDonald's, the largest user
of beef in the country, it was the
second potentially damaging rumor
to hit the chain this year. In recent
months the company had to combat
rumors that founder Ray A. Kroc
was linked to a California Satan~
worshipping cult.
DoUg Timberlake, a company
spokesman, said the rumor that
worms were mixed with the ground
beef as a protein supplment first
started in Chattanooga, Tenn.
He said the company's first
reaction was that it was "too
ludicrous to even think about," but
after sales at several Atlanta area
stores began to drop; "We knew
that we had to do something to stop
it."
• One noticeable effect, he said,
has been a sharp reduction in the
number of birthday parties for
youngsters held at McDonald's
outlets. This was verified by Jim
Taylor, who owns foUl McDonald
franchises in northwest Atlanta.
"I haVe gotten calls from
mothers worried about what their
children are eating and this (the
rumor) is the only reason that I can
see why my business is off," Taylor
said.
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No room to gripe

I

The club plans to make three or
four additional trips during the ski
season, but details have not been
worked out yet, said Zimmerly.

w., ""' appallnd that Albuquerque voters rejected the quarter-cent
qros;; rflcf:lpts tax in tho citywide eloctirm Tuesday. But the outcome
was l;urly G!oar bel om tim olection ever be~1an.
Prupos1t1<?n 13 hm; marJe an indolible impression in New Mexico, a
<,tatr; 111 wh";h property taxes are not the basis of the tax structure.
MO!;t of stall! rnvenuos como from personal income taxes and gross
1Hu!lpts taxes. But !;rty votnrs obviously seem to feel that a tax is a tax is
" Ia.•. Wn havo jumped onto the proverbial bandwagon in the fight
·l!Jillllfil taxos
any taxes whether or not they would be beneficial.
lhP quartm cnnt qross tax was voted down by a 3 2 margrn; 60 per
r:mrt of thn 25 per Gent of eligible votms who went to the polls voted
<~!J•unst thn li~x, 40 per cent of those wt1o voted favored it And the
llflHllpmsnnt srlnnt majority romained silent
If votr.rs am so concerned about rising taxes, we are curious as to
why only one qua~ter of the city's voters turned out at the polls
l unsday. Crty elnct10ns have notoriously low turnouts, but when the
vow, lllVolves something as dear to everyone's heart as money, why
drdn_ t the other 75. per cent of city voters express their opinion by
c:ast1n11 a vote? Did they think someone would do it for them?

. No one hesitates to voice views about what bad shape city streets are
rn, how th_e police force needs beefing up, or how an effective transit
system mrght c~nvince people that there is an energy problem and
there are. alternatiVes to riding alone in individual cars. Well, we can kiss
all those Improvements goodbye, fellow c;itizens. We blew it.
M~yor Rusk an~ th~ city council have been trying for months to
convmce. us that, like 1t or not, Albuquerque is no longer a one-horse
town. It JS a growing metropolis in dire need of improvements that can
come _only from city revenues. But we have paid no attention to our
mumcrpal government's reasoning and pleading; we (drum roll, please)
ar~ go1ng to vote ~own taxes whether they are needed or not; we are
gorng to buck th1s money-loving bureacracy. We, concerned consumers that we are, are going to do all this in the name of the little guy
versus big business and big government. -And residents of
'
Albuquerque, we will ultimately be sorry.
As a result of the tax defeat, we will not have a larger police
could better handle the problems and demands of
thrs growm~ c!ty; street repairs will be made at the same speed and
degree of pnonty that they have always been made; the bus system will
not expand as proposed by the mayor earlier this year. After the 24
already-p~;chased buses arrive this spring, it will pretty much be a
matter o! what you see is what you get." And it is our fault.
The ~1ty has no reason to listen to the people anymore when we
complarn. about any of the situations that could have been improved if
not allevJated by the gross receipts tax increase. We must simply
ove:come our phobia that every level of government spends tax rnoney
foolishly.
departme~t w~ich

The club gets discount rates for
lift tickets, lodging, etc.
The Powder Puff ski area in Red
River, NM is going to hold a
two-day free-style camp for
members of the ski club in
December for the instruction of
ski-ballet maneuvers.
UNM Ski team Coach George
is to lead a session on skiing
exerCJSes for the club sometimes
this month.
Broo~s

It's a funny thing about being a native: You often know less about
your hometown or hornestate than transients passing through or
transplants from other parts of the country.
So we bring you today's ski and travel issue. It focuses first and
form_ost, on .sking in New Mexico amd surrounding area~. It also
P.roVJdes a gli~pse at New Mexico ghost towns, hideaways, historical
Sites and trad1t1onal travelogue spots. There are native New Mexicans
Who have never heard of La Cienega or El Moro. And those from other
parts of the country are not really expected to know.
N.ew Mexico is dubbed the "land of enchantment." And that it is. It is
a m1xture of old and new; Anglo, Hispanic and Native American. It is
chock-fu.H of history da,ting back before there ever was a United States
of Amenca. New MexiCans are proud of the tieritage conglomeration
and have preserved it to be shared with others.
.we presenta birdseye view of what New Mexico is to us; we hope it
wrll spur yotJ to check it out for yourselves. It would be well worth the
effort.

Careless with facts
Editor:
By being careless with the facts, environmentalists often weaken or
even destroy the arguments they present in favor of worthwhile causes.
A ~ase in point is Professor Russell Goodman's letter to the LOBO in
Whrch he attacked the editorial, "Nukes are here to stay."
.H.e stated, "There currently exist solar homes which require only
mm1mal non-solar energy inputs in areas like Virginia which receive less
than .one-seventh of the solar energy we receive here." There are
:unctconal solar homes in Virginia, but the last part of his statement is
!~correct. Insolation (solar radiation) climatology has been my principal
held of research for two decades. In a recent paper it was shown that
Albuquerque averages 189 kilos langleys of insolation a year while
Washingto!l, D.C. averages 129. In June we average 759 langleys a
day, Washrngton, 579. In December the daily averages are 301 and 165,
None of these values, all based on pyrenometer measurements come
'
close to the one to seven ratio presented by Goodman.
When readily available data are so grossly misrepresented in
presenting one's case, the individual's qualifications to comment on all
ot~er aspects of the case are put under a very dark cloud. As a
phlfosopher, Professor Goodman should know this.

Editor:
It is fashionable, of late, to take Begin to task for his unyielding
stand, compared to Sadat's Messianic moderation. Sadat has been
hailed as. the Bringer of Peace ever since his trip to Jerusalem a year
ago; Begm, on the other hand, is depicted (Oliphant's cartoon in the
LOBO, Nov. 10) as the heartless crusher of a lonely flower ..• etc.,
etc., ad naseum.
Casting all sentimentality aside, let us pause for a moment to reflect
upo!l some le~s known, or conveniently forgotten, facts of lite: To
beg1n (no pun mtended), how many of us still believe that Sadatwent
to Jerusal~m "on an empty stomach," to coin a phrase? Be prepared
a surpnse, then. He Went to Jerusalem only after Dayan gave him an
lf~n-clad guarante~ o,f returning to Egypt the Sinai - and this was done
pno~ to any negot1at1onsl l.n other words, he got a large piece of land,
~nd~n return gave ... smiles and handwaving. Nothing more. Yet he
1s ha1led as the great peacemaker.
A second po_int to ponder: ~n all of mankind's history, how many
cases can be c1ted when the vrctor begs for peace? None, except for
Israel. 1!1 1948, and subsequently, 1956, 1967, and 1973 land in between), tt was Israel who kept begging the Arabs to discuss peace even
th~ogh Israel wa~ the victor. Can you imagine Russia (or another ~f the
Allred Powers) 1.n the wake of WWII, holding to major territorial
conquests, beggmg th~ Germ~ns, (or Japanese, or Italians) to sign a
peace treaty77 Now, fmally, Jt dawned upon one Arab leader that
perhaps, it wo~ld do his countl)r, his image, and his. political futur~
some good to s1gn a peace treaty with Israel - but on his terms and
'
only on his terms. Ridiculous, wouldn't you say?
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CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCE
AGENCY
EMPLOYMENT

Economics
Electrical & Electronic
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Nuclear Engineering
Computer Science
Chemistry
Physics
*Political Science
*Foreign Languages
*Foreign Area Studies
*Journalism
*International Relations
Geography

*Graduate Students
Preferred.
All assignments are in
Langley, Virginia. Some
require foreign travel. U.S.
citizenship is required.
Send Resume To:

P.O. Box 10748,
Edgemont Branch,
Golden, Colorado 80401

Resume
Applications
must be mailed
by November 24, 1978

T~ank you for your editorial in the LOBO Friday, Nov. 10 about zone
par~mg enforcement on legal public holidays at UNM when the meter
mar~s ~reworking. It cost me $21_ and several hours of time to tight for
a pr1~01ple, but. I fec~eived more satisfaction in reading your ~editorial

than 1n all the rest of the process combined.
Perhaps your editbrial will persuade "Swede" Johnson to amend the
UNM parking regulations to conform to common sense.
L. John Russo
Attorney at Law

I
li

Unique professional
opportunities
are
available for those
graduating in June or
August 1979 in the
following fields:

Editor:

EDITO~fALS: Unsigned odlt-orlals repro_sent t1 majority opfnlori of the LOBO edltorhil
bOard. AU other columnsr cartoon$ arld loHors rOpresont the opinion of the auihor and do
no I n_ocessarlly reflect-tho views of tho odltorhil board
LETTERS: Letters __lo tho odi.or mu~t be iypod and :;rgned by tho·-Dlllhot wiltr Ihe author;s

events.''

I JUSTSIT HC/?e

Ultimate satisfaction

Arts editor: Joe WMbrook
COpy editors: Llnda ~leo'sori, Jeanette l<.lng

The UNM Ski Team is planning several ski trips this season.

The club is selling UNM Ski Club
T -shirts to raise funds for its
activities .

S. Karni

Photo editor: JOtiri Chadwick
Assistant phOtO riditOr; Chtfs love

"We try to have ski films at every
meeting," said Zimmerly. "We will
have election of officers at our next
meeting and next semester we will
start having parties and social

lr I Mt/YASK, •
SIR, NHY AREN'T
YOU

lven Bennett
Geography Department

LOBO editorial slatt:
~_ditor..Jn-cttiaf: Debbio Lovy
Managing edi~oi': Colleen Cutran
~CW!:; editor: Doris M8rtlno.z

Also planned for this month is a
workshop on how to condition skis
which is to be led by Chuck Taylor.

DOONESBURY

Letters

Begin to task
Experience N .M.

The UNM Ski Club is planning to
make several ski trips tl)is sel:lson
said president of the club Rick
Zimmerly.
"In January we're planning a
two-day trip to Purgatory," said
Zimmerly, "We'll probably stay at
the Ramada Inn find we will go by
bus.''

Warm
and well made!
The Pamil' . is an incredibly tunc·
tional parka with a great fit for men
women and children.
'
Outer shell fabric is a tough, water resistent
blend of Dacron/Catton. Insulation is
PolyTherm •• , a comfortable, form- fitting
synthetic insulator.
Some.handy design features include a hood
W~ich rolls into .the collar, waist drl!wstring
w1th leather . sltders, . and Inside pockets.
Lifetime limited warranty. Come see It today!

CAMP7
MOUNTAINS
AMO

BIVBRS
~20 Central S.E.

by Garry Trudeau

268-4876

:61
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ByS, MONTOYA
The wind stings and blisters your
face as you make your approach
down that narrow, slick trail to the
jump.

No-1-••"o\ """"'"""'-"~
:;.o,"+Q

Fe.

~-

Whisking back and forth in the
grooves or the moguls and coming
to a quick stop, sends a tine spray
of powder into the wind.

... _

With the recent weather dumping
as much as six inches of snow about
the state, the excitement of all
downhill skiers is fast approaching
a climax.
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:• Good news about :•
:auto
insurance
for:
•
•
: college students. :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•

•-

We'd like to insure your cal'.
Why? Because we specialize in
providing auto insurance for young
drivers.
Who are we? Criterion
Insurance Company is a dependable,
financially strong company offering
important benefits like: convenient
payment plans, country-wide claim
service, driver training discounts
and a wide choice of coverages to
protect you and your car.
Like to know more? Call or
visit us today for a free, personal

•

Name

•

Address

•

City

•

mation. Or simply complete and
mail the coupon below and we'll
send you a rate quotation. There's
no obligation, of course.

Please send me a free auto insurance rate quotation.

&

Zip

HAS ANY DRIVER WITHIN THE LAST 3 YEARS:
Yes D NoD How many?
Been involvec:J in an accident?
Had license suspended or revoked 7 Yes D No D
Been convicted of a traffiC violation? Yes 0 No 0 How manY?,.-----Give brieldetaiis about ahy "yes" answers above including approximate dates:

•

•
•

I
•

Spouse's Occupation

List all additiohal drivers in your household:

The critical selection of a ski area
that is both economic and wor·
thwhile is fairly limited if you
intend to ski here in New Mexico.
However your choice for a N.M.
resort would h!!Ve to include these
four best areas. The following four
areas are:

l:

TAOS SKl VALLEY,thought by
many to be the best resort in the
state, has slopes of varying difficulty but it has the expert trails
tha't attract the discriminating skier.
With a vertical drop of 2,612 feet,
the upper trails are kept in excellent
condition and easily worth half a
· days time.

l
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ANGEL FIRE,one of the latest
of the states developed areas, is the
perfect place to avoid Texan skiers.
(If God had meant for Texans to ski
he would have given them
mountains). Three chair lifts offer
accessibility to every square foot of
snow the mountain has to offer.

GefAJpha EXclusively at H.. Cook.
A. Women's Profile Alpha Ill Pat'ka. 8 Oz.
$6.0
~Dliltauard lnsu.lation. Protective collar ••• , ••• , •
11. wome11;$1!rotile·AJpl!a.tU Bib, Nyl~n .
•SO
tafflitai palyesterJillell. Elastic suspenders ••.•• , · .
Womrm's'Ptl!file AJpha·lll vest, 8 Oz. · .
$40
Polarguard insulation. Malch!IS pllr!la and llib. • , ·.
.
·c. Men's Prilfile Alpha II Vest. a Oz. Polarguard $40
insulation, looils great witll parka and ~ib ., ••••
o. Men's Profile Alpha I{Bib, Same durable
$hell and warm insulation as women's , •••.••• , •
.
Men's Ptl!file Alpjt~ 11 J>arka. B.oz. .
*80.
·· ·
Polllrauard Insulation. Protective collar •.. •••.. • ...... · ·
E. ·:Tiie Sid". Uahtwalil!tfoam·core. . . . .
·of.!ia
Wh1te or·blac_k- u . -.·..-... H,...,.., .........~,""'·-..u~-..-........ - 'iiJiiJ-

Lower trails here are an intermediate skier's delight, however
without continual grooming the
accumulation of snow makes these
runs very difficult.
SANTA FE SKI BASIN has the
unique aspect of being able to cross
over from one major trail to
another without having to fight
your way through large clumps of
pines. Long unintcerrupted runs are
easily made as the often icy con·
ditions at the top keep the beginners
away, allowing you to make a I ,600
foot descent.

*SO

•2···

RED RIVER features mild
sloping, wide runs, and is intended
for the intermediate skier.
Descending 1,530 feet, two runs,
however, are just for the expert
skier.

•

•

Days per week driven to
work:
Gar #1--· Car ll2-·-·_
One way mileage:
car#1----Car#2-----

•

It

•

•
•

•
•

Ski fever is in the air. Numerous
students are meticulously planning
that first ski trip, probably over the
Thanksgiving holiday.

•

Occupation

••

Immediate lobbying efforts by
. the UNM Lobby Committee will
be directed toward the Board of
Educationai Finance, to prevent
a proposed tuition increase, said
· Philip DePriest, lobby com·
mittee co-chairman.
The proposed $12.50 fee
increase has been accepted by
the UNM Board of Regents and
will be brought to the BEF for
confirmation Thursday or
Friday.
If confirmed by the BEF, the
tuition hike would take effect
next fall.
· "Our committee is opposed to
any kind of tuition increase.
''These tuition increases have
to to stop. We cannot let
students bcome overwrought by
·the cost of an education.
"We must put a stop to
students picking Up the burden
for the administration's desire to
spend money," DePriest said.

•

Apt.#
State

Increase
opposed

I

••

D Male
D Single
Age _ _ _ _ o Female D Married

•

•
•

•
•
•

C 11 W
•
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rite:
•
881-1687
•
7-200 Menaul Boulevard •
Albuquerque
•
New Mexico 8.7110.
••
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Location of car if different
from above address:
Car !11 City

•
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Three days
.only

•

Wednesday-Friday Nov.15-1't
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SALE

To dednet 1/4 from the regular
priees of all ladies wear
in the store

•
•
•
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•
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• • • • • CLIP AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY • • • . •
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USE THIS AD

. . . . TAKE OFF FQR SKI COUNTRY

105 WIN ROCK CENTER, FIHONE 883·6060 .. . .
9:30·9 Monday-Friday, 8:30·6 Saturday, 12·5 Sunday.

Sk1s not available at H. Cook downtown.

.

NQ.!JASCENTER,SANTAFE,988-4466
10·9 Monday·Friday 10-6 Saturday 12·5 Sonday •.
•
·
•

COOK'S CHARGE, MASTER CHARGE, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS, DINER'S CLUB OR LAYAWAY.

StatC3-·'---~---~

Car #2 City
Slate
.

;•

25CfoOFF

lN 'l1HE UNM SUB
Layaways Weleonae

-·
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Ski areas abound
lly DEIIORAH NASON
1r you arc thinking of skiing this
winter, why not give the areas in
New Mexico the once over. Here
arc some facts to make your winter
choices a little easier:

Sandia Peak, Albuquerque, NM
From the UNM Campus to the
buck parking lot of Sandia Peak is
about a 40 minute drive. Last year's
problems or parking in this lot have
been alleviated since the lot has
been doubled in size. If you arc
interested in taking the tram up the
mountain, you can be skiing from
anywhere in town within twenty
minutes. To gel to Sandia Peak
rollow Interstate 25 N and follow
the tramway signs.
Sandia has season passes
available at a I 0 percent discount to
those who purchase them before
November 30 at $150. Season
passes purchased after that date are
$I 65. A season pass entitles the
holder to unlimited skiing for the

season. Daily rates during the week
are $9.50 for adults and children
and $10 on weekends for adults and
children. Rentals (skiis, boots and
poles) arc $7.50 per day for adults
and children.
Sandia Peak bas two double
chair lifts and three poma lifts. One
chair and one poma lift go to the
top or the mountain. Ten per cent
of the mountain is expert trails,
eighty per cent is intermediate and
ten per cent is beginner, There is a
new trail opening up this year called
(you guessed it) The Double Eagle
which is an intermediate to upper
intermediate traiL Lift lines arc not
usually over 10 minutes long at
peak times.
San/a Fe Ski Basin, Santa Fe,
New Mexico
The quickest way to get to the ski
basin from Albuquerque is to take
Interstate 25 N to Santa Fe and then
follow the signs. The road is a little
twisty but keep your eyes open and

$8 per day. The ski basin has a
package deal for a beginner lesson
and all day lift ticket for$1 I .50.
The ski basin's season usually
runs from Thanksgiving to early
April.
Their
snow-making
equipment helps out the long
season. The mountain has 20 trails,
20 per cent for beginners, 50 per
cent intermediate and 30 per cent
expert. The mountains elevation is

Skiing poses legal questions

lifts are on the beginner trails only.
The bulk of the mountain is
tailored to the intermediate and
expert skier. Lift lines are almost
unheard of since they have a
capacity of 5,500 people per hour
and have never had a capacity of
more than 4,000 per hour,
Adult, all day, all lift tickets are
$13 (same on weekends), Children
under 12, all day, all lifts are $8

The network of runs at a ski area
is similar to that of a highway
system because runs cross each
other, merge at different points,
and get wide or narrow in certain
areas.

Chalet.
Their
snowmaking
equipment extends their season
from Thanksgiving to April 15.
Red River Ski Area, Red River,
New Mexico
Take Interstate 25 N heading
toward Taos then on to Highway 68
and Highway 38. Turn right in
Questa and follow the signs. It is
approximately 165 miles from
Albuquerque.

Although there are no stop lights,
stop signs, or speed limit signs on
the slopes, there are probably some
skiers who wish there were.

Exercise before

season important

"The road is a little twisty but keep your eyes
open and you'll have no problem, just head for the
mountain!"

..,

r
The
UikeShop

842-9100
(~ull

us .for low

tn•iccs on 3,!;,10 tuad
12 SJJCcd bicycles

L-------------J

Still, the need exists for some
type of ski run rules just as there are
rules which govern the highway. In
the light of this, experts of the
Federation Internationale de Ski
(FJS) and attorneys, who must
often cope with legal ski questions,
devised 10 regulations for the ski
run:
I. In choosing a ski run, the skier
must take his own ability into
consideration.

you'll have no problem just head
for the mountain! The road going
up the mountain is very steep and f~'.'' ·
'often slippery in the winter. Studed ?'
snow tires or chains are advisable
and the raod is usually crowded
with slow moving vehicles. Daily
passes at the ski basin are $10.50
for adults and $6 for children under ;
I 2. Weekend passes are $11.50 and
$6 for children under 12. Half-day
passes, starting at 12:30 are $9 for •
adults and $4 for children. Rental
equipment (skiis, boots, poles) are

'

l.i.
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Preseason ski conditioning is vital to skiers of any age or ability as well
as potential skiers.
Many people believe they can ski themselves into shape, In part, this is
true. However, while skiing yourself into shape you may experience a
setback in your· skiing ability from the previous year and be more
susceptible to injuries.
Skiers have no doubt heard the statement, "It will be at least 'x' times
before I am able to ski as well as I did at the end of last season."
By being in condition, the 'x' times will be shortened to one or two runs
down the mountain.
A ski conditioning program should be geared to the individuals ability,
interest, and needs. Such a program should include exercises which stress
strength, endurance, flexibility and relaxation.
Under flexibility, the stretching and loosening of muscles can be
achieved by stand, sit, lay, and paired stretching. Books on physical
conditioning will be 'helpful in this case.
Endurance and strength, which are normally boring exercises, can be
made fun depending on what type of program a person choses to undertake.
Examples are running and hopping, with a stress on directional change;
as occurs when skiing down a slope. Weight lifting is another important
exercise as is playing other sports such as soccer and tennis which stress
ability, quickness, and foot-eye coordination.
Relaxation is also important in getting into condition for skiing. This
can be done through breathing exercises, mental and muscle relaxation
through induction of sport and psychological process.
As mentioned aleady, it is necesary to be in good shape before tackling a
ski slop; whether it be a bunny hill at Sandia Ski Area, or At's Run at Taos.
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New Mexico has plenty of ski areas to accomodate skliers in the winter. Many of the areas
use machine-made snow to extend the ski season into spring.
12,000 ft. Lift Jines are modest, ·(same on weekends). Half-day
usually no more than a 10 minute prices are; $8 and $5 respectively;
wait. Parking space is 'limited and half-day rates begin at 12:30 PM.
often extends to the road down the Adult, all day Novice ticket is $9,
mountain.
$6 for children under 12. Half day
Taos Ski Valley, Taos, New rates are $6 and $4 respectively.
Mexico
Full day rentals (skiis, boots, poles)

Weekend rates: Adult, all day
$12 or a three day pass for$30, half
day rates are $9, beginning at noon.
C.hildren under 12, all day, all lifts
(weekends) are $9 or $5 for halfday. Weekday rates are $7 for
adults and $5 for children under 12.
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"There are lots of accomodations in the town of Red River and the base lift
takes offftom the center of town."

McDonald's®

BIG®:

MAC•
Two 100% beef patties,
sharp American Cheese,
lettuce, pickles, onion~
and McDonald's special
sauce served on a
lightly toasted, triple
decker sesame seed bun.
Truly a meal disguised
as a sandwich.
Limit: One coupon per
customer, please.

Offer valid to
January 30,1979.
Good at McDonald's
in Santa Fe only.

We do it all for you,"

McDonald'S
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To get to Taos Ski Valley, take.
Interstate 25 N to Santa Fe and then
follow New Mexico Route 68
through Taos and then get on New
Mexico Route 3. Make a right at the
blinking light on to Country Road
150, the mountain is about 15 miles
from the blinker.
The ski valley has six double
chairs and two poma lifts. Poma

·are $8 for the first day and $6 for
every day after that. Taos offers a
seven-day package deal for $385 per
person for seven nights, six lessons,
21 meals and six. days of skiing.
Children. under 12 for this same
packageJS$120.
The mountain has~· several
restaurants available including a
hot dog vendor outside the Swiss

A CAREER IN LAW

DENVER PARALEGAL INSTITUTE
will be on campos on
November 16th
Contact your placement office to arrange
a personal interview
For information contact

DENVER PARALEGAL
INSTITUTE
Bank West
1108 15th Street

908 Central

Denver Colo. 80202
303·623-023 7

Rentals (skiis, boots, poles) are $7
for adults and $5 for juniors.
Group lessons are$7 for an one and
one-half hour and privte lessons are
$15 per hour.
Red River has four double chair
lifts and two rope tows. Vertical
height at the top of the mountain
from the bottom is 1,524 ft. The ski
area encompasses 100 acres and the
longest trail is two an one-half
miles.
Their
snow-making
equipment covers 75 per cent of the
mountain. The mountain has six
novice trails, ten intermediate and
four expert trails.
There are lots of accomodations
in the town of Red River and the
base lift takes off from the center of
town. The ski area does operate
shuttle busses from the surrounding
area to the base lift.
Angel Fire, Eagle Nest, New
Mexico
Once again head north on
Interstate 25 through Taos. Take·
highway 64 toward Taos. Angel
Fire is 24 miles from Taos.
Weekdays and weekend lift rates
are $10 for adults all day and $6 for
children under 12 all day. Half-day
rates are $7 for adults and $4 for
c:hitdrctl.
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2. The skier just pushing off is
obliged to watch and wait for the
skier who is in motion. (Pushing off
lhe chair lift that Is.)

5. The passing skier must keep an
appropriate distance from other
persons.

3. The skier has to exert control
over his skis. He must adapt his
speed to his skill, to the terrain, to
the snow condition, and to the
presence of other persons.

6. At crossings that involve Tbars or other such ski lifts, off the
ski run, the law favors the lift user.

4. The faster skier must adapt
himself to the slower skier who is
ahead of him.

7. At crossing bet ween ski runs
and public roads, the road user has
the right of way,
8. A skier should neither stop

\mnc~es~;arily

nor pause at a narrow
spot or one which docs not afford a
complete view of the ski run.

9. Persons walking uphill or
hi.kers should generally restrict
themselves to the edges of downhill
runs.

10. The skier must watch the signs
posted at downhill ski runs. (Easy,
Intermediate, Difficult.)

Skiers dress to keep buns warm
By PETER MADRID
To a skier, cold buns arc no fun.
Dressing properly to go skiing is just as important as
using equipment which has been carefully maintained;
skis, bindings and boots that is.
When dressing to go skiing, the skier must keep
comfort and easy mobility in mind. Here are a few
helpful hints to keep in mind deciding what to wear to
go skiing:
!. A skier must remember that the temperature will
probably be 20 degrees colder on the mountain;
therefore, it is always good to take more clothes than
you need. A skier can always take things off if he has
them.
2. A skier's extremities should be properly covered.
A good ski cap will keep head and ears warm. Also, a
bandana is good for covering nose and mouth. Wind

burn does disastrous things to lips.
3. Gloves should be insulated well and keep hands
dry. Any moisture, like perspiration, will react with
the cold weather and make hands very uncomfortable.
4 . Since ski pants arc expensive and many don't own
them, it is advisable to wear a good pair of thermal
underwear.
5. Socks shollld be comfortable and should not be
so thick that they stop circulation in the boots. Colton
socks are comfortable.
Each skier probably has his or her own list of what
to wear when going skiing. What[o wear also depends
on the weather conditions. Mid-winter skiing is when
the snow is the best, but the weather is cold. Early
spring skiing provides plenty of sunshine but the snow
is beginning to melt.
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Western NM overlooked
By JOHN CHADWICK

•

Western New Mexico, with all its beauty and charm, is also the most
overlooked section of the state.
The stretch of NM 53 west from Grants, with a multitude of geological
wonders, is usually forgotten by New Mexico residents who opt to travel I"
40 to and from Albuquerque.
NM 53 may be used as a shortcut to Phoenix, Tucson and other points
west and south, and the motorist with some extra time can spend that time
observing two points of interest in one stop.
West of Grants, 28 miles, are the Ice Caves and aandera Volcano. Both
sights require a short hike and take about an hour to'se.e,

•

Located on privately owned land in the middle of Cibula National
Forrest, both the volcano and the caves have a history which go hand in
hand.
The volcano, with a flow that went out about 30 miles from the crater,
formed the. caves as well as a landscape dominated by karst topography.
Bandera, Spanish for flagpole, was the narne given the volcano when the
Union Army passed through the area in 1863 and placed the flag on top of
the crater.
The Continental Divide at an elevation of 7,882 feet above sea level,
divides the crater.
Owners Dave and Reddy Candelaria also manage a trading post which
deals primarily in turquoise jewelry and authentic Nav~jo rugs.
Mrs. Candelaria said an average of 20,000 persons visit the caves and
Bandera volcano each year. Admission price is $1.50 for adults and 75
cents for children.
CHADWICK PHOTO

First lesson:
Bonded Bourbon is so:;--....,.,__
unique that it took an
act of Congress (in 1897)
to establish the
standards for
Old Grand-Dad
and other Bonded
whiskeys.

fhe Bandera Volcano was named by the Union Army which passed through the area in
1863 and placed their flag on the top of the crater. Bandera means flagpole in Spanish.
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CASADELSOL
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3 Day Special

Almuerzo en La Casa

I

·I(JQ

PROC)F' ..
(•

I

Final exam.
You need only one
sip to recognize
the clearly superior
quality and taste of
=:::::;;;O;:ld,~Grand- Dad.
;...-- ~ ·
Cheers!

I

W cdnesday- Friday 8 a.ttt.- 9:30a.m.

.

- Huevos eon Chili Taeos
-(Breakfast Tacos)
- Enmielados
- (Glat<ed sopaipillas)
<

/

/

~T

100 is perfect.
Bonded Bourbon
must be 100 proof.
No more. No less.

/

Let us know what yon think of the above specials and
our fresh brewed ice tea

DAIRY CASE

This ad worth 1.5~ toward purcltase of
sit<e Cheese Plate on Wednesday,
5. Cheese plate starts at 45~
Old Grand-voLu.
Bonded is authentic
Kentucky sour-mash
Bourbon, made with
pure limestone water,
the finest grains,
and aged in new
charred-oak barrels.

SIDEWALK CAFE
TIOVIVO

T1•y our Vealwichfeature sandwich of the week

DELI

Wednesday L~ncheon Special
Spaghetti u' Meatballs

CHADWI-Ck PHOTO

About 2B miles west of Grants, NM are the Ice Caves. The
caves were formed from a lava flow from the Bandera
Volcano. The volcano's flow spread 30 miles.

Only Bonded
whiskeys have a green
tax stamp. It's your guarantee that the whiskey is
at least four years old.
Old Grand-Dad Bonded is
always aged longer.
Kentucky Str~ight Bourbon Whiskey. 100 proof.
Bottled i111l011d. Old Gra11d-Dad Distillery Co., Frat1kfort,. Ky. 40601.

.
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Rock tells history

NM history
marks Taos

By .JOHN CHADWICK

Two ye~rs before the Pilgrims
landed at Plymouth Rock, a group
of Spanish explorers >lopped to
carve tltcir names on a bluff
.:om posed of "soft" sandstone.

The year was I 605,
Since that time, many more
travelers stopped to record their
presence at a place known as
Inscription Rock .

Today's Woman ~td..

PANTS
SALE
Bu,y One; Get Sec::ond One
atl/2PBICE
Buy Two; GET ONE FREE
located in Academy Plaza,
corner of Wyoming & Montgomery
New Stote Hours:
Mon.- Sat. 9:30a.m." 7:00p.m.
Sun. Noon- 5:00p.m.
Ph. 296·2544

Inscription Rock is one of the
sights to see when visiting El Morro
National Monument.
Located 42 miles west of Grants
Visitor
on NM 53, El Morro was one of the
first locations set aside as a national
Center
monument said Steve Miller, park
ranger at EI Morro.
Miller said El Morro was
delcared a National Monument by
Theodore Roosevelt, 10 years
El Morro
before the National Parks Service
National Monument
was formed.
Visitors to the park have an
opportunity to see a museum
showing the history of the area
before taking a hike through the arc admitted free.
I 540 which led the search of the
monument.
With Indian ruins and the scenic seven cities of Cibola, rumored at
A well-rnarked trail is designed view from the top of the mesa, the time to be made of gold, also
with the novice hiker in mind. A Inscription Rock is considered to be passed by El Morro.
minimum of an hour and a half "the history book of the southFor modern-day visitors, a
may be spent taking in the sights west," as well as the main sight to campground is available and
overnight camping is permitted,
along the trail.
sec.
A map of the trail, along with a
Even though Don Juan de Onate Miller said.
booklet explaining everything made the first inscription in 1605,
''This is the best time of the year
found on the trail, is provided for El Morro was mentioned in the to come here,'' Miller said.
hikers at the ranger station.
About 40,000 persons visit the
journal kept by Diego Perez de
An admission fee of $1 per car Luxan, chronicler of the Espejo park each year, Miller said, and 50
load is charged to enter the park, expedition of 15 83.
per cent of those come between
The Coronado expedition of Memorial Day and Labor Day.
but Miller said "educational" tours

Apollo Lounge

By ANNA POOLE
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The Finest in
Countty Swing
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Dnve Ain't Hete
Good Times Bnnd
No Cover Charge
San mateo at Lomas (almost)
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CHADWICK PHOTO

The sight of Inscription Rock at El Morro N.M. is said to have been passed by as early as
1540 by members of t{le Coronado expedition, although the rock was not inscribed unti11605
by Spanish explorers.

iiiis~-;-niif;H~ii~.:skf"Piii9iifc)iyDON'T LOOK BACK •••
without seeing Durango, our
town of old west nostalgia with
infinite selection of apres ski
and accommodations ...

ou can be tempted.

won't be sorry.
OR BE PREPARED •••
to surrender to the rapture of
unparalleled creature cornforts
at Ta
Resort where
ing

La Cienega museum
gives cultural insight
When the road between Santa Fe and Mexico City was called El Camino
Real, the first night's rest when going south, or the last night's rest going
north was spent at El Rancho de las Golondrinas.
Marked on Interstate 25 as La Cienega, the working museum of El
Rancho de las Golondrinas, is maintained by the Colonial New Mexico
Historical Foundation and the Smithsonian Institution.
The museum is open on the first Sunday of April, June, July, August
and September, A Spring Festival is held in early May and the Harvest
Fesitval is held in early October.
During the Spring and Harvest Fesitvals local artisans are used to
demonstrate life in Colonial New Mexico times. Ropes are made from goat
hair, ly,e soap is boiled in large black pots, and blacksmiths hammer
horseshoes and Spanish dances are performed on the bandstands.
A 17th century village with its defense tower is close to the bandstand
while across the river an 18th century home with its water mills, blacksmith
shop, wheelwright shop, and winery take the visitor back in time.
For any dtizen of New Mexico who has not travelled the King's Highway to El Rancho de las Golondrinas, it is a must if one wants to understand one of the three cultures that live in this state.

(Novembet15-18)

COME AS YOU ARE •••
and let Purgatory' staff take
special care of you
ing needs.
Experience a big
ly mountain, ideal climate
tion for divine

Besides being a ski resort, the town of Taos, in northern New Mexico,
has many historic landmarks and places to visit.
The plaza, built in traditional Spanish style, has a flag that flies 24 hours
a day. The famous mountainman, Kit Carson and a fellow union officer,
Captain Smith, attached a Union flag to ·a pole and stood guard over it
until the Civil War was over.
Taos is one of the few towns in America with a board sidewalk. The
sound of your Tony Lama boots against the boards brings the old west to
your ears and heart.
If you walk east on the boardwalk from the plaza you will pass by Kit
Carson's home.
This home, furnished with authentic furnishings of the period, is an
historic landmark.
Another historic home in Taos is the Governor Bent Museum.
One cannot discuss Taos without mentioning the artists homes and
galleries of Taos. Taos became an art colony witb the arrival of the famous
artist Bluemshein and his fellow artists. The Bluemshien home is also on
the National Registry of Historic Homes. The early influex of these
famous artists is still felt today, Taos has 24 art galleries.
On New Mexico Highway 64 northwest of Taos is the Taos Indian
Pueblo. The pueblo was built about 1350 and is a spectacular site with its
snow-capped mountains in the background and clear blue river running
through the middle of the area.
Taos and its history can be seen from the buildings it displays: The
pueblo, the plaza and the Kentucky Fried Chicken south of town.
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Immediate Openings
December Grads
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Starting Salary
$11,900

ARLO GUTHRIE

POOLE Pt10TO

A board sidewalk in Taos passes Kit Carson's home. Taos is one of few towns in America
with a board sidewalk.
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2421 San Pedro NE (505)266·8113

A COMPLETE LINE OF CROSS-COUNTRY
SKI EQUIPMENT
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SKI CROSS-COUNTRY!
"THE SEARCH FOR THE LATE;
GREATUNM PARKING SPACE.''

TRANSIT 101:

Open to all UNM students, faculty and staff who have been having a difficult time finding a parking space in or around campus. Especially designed for
those students who have been late to class too often because they had to park in
the toolies.
A course in alternative transportation.,; ..the city bus, also known as SUNTRAN.
Learn how to do away with frustrations and anxieties normally associated
with driving and parking automobiles when you take the bos to schooL

=
.

Learn how to speak GRID ..... SUN-TRAN's new route system with nine
direct lines to UNM that also connect with other SUN-TRAN routes in the city
and county.

=
=
=

LOCATION OF CLASSROOM: Any Sun-Tr;m bus stop
ENTRANCE FEES: Just 35 cents placed in the farebox will admit one adult passenger.
Please bring exact change.
.
. .
.
. •
If rides ate frequently repeated, bos tokens are available at the Concession Stand at the Sub.
Sun-Tran university or C()mmuter monthly passes arc also sold at the Cashier's Office, Scholes
Hall.
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Fantastic:: Opportunities
Men and Women
.to '
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303/247-8900

For more information, clip and mail coupon to
Purgatory Ski Resort, Box 666,
.
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For detailed information call or visit:
USMC Officer Selection Team
3016 Monte Vista Blvd. NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
Phone 766·2816 or 766·3387

a Casablanca

-=

Concerts
Nederlander.l\Nhlte

ProdUction
iP'.p
SUN-11\AN BUS SCHEDULES ARE AVAILABLE AT TH.ESUI3 INFORMATION BOOTH.
LOOK FOR THE PINK SUN-TRAN llliGISTRATION FORM FOR SPRING PASSES IN MAIL.
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Ghost town
quite alive
The old ci)urch would look desolate if it weren't for the small graveyard
whkh shares the same hill.
. •
.
.
The Jm·gc shaggy dog slowly made his way up the h11l. fhc 1cy mormng
air clung to him and caused him to shiver. He wandered through the
graveyard, paused at the plastic flower shoved into the hard ground,
;niffcd it and then walked away.
.
...
He made his way to the hill's bottom and put Ius nose to work smtf1~g
empty cans behind one of the few buildings in the ghost town of Golden 111
northern New Mexico.
.
,
Route 14 winds through the northern part of the state connectmg a few
;mall towns.
.
.
They're called ghost towns, although they re hardly dead.
{)olden's little church on the hill is the town's character. From the hill,
there is the view of the town's ruins. But there is also a view of the houses
'till being lived in,
Further down the road the town of Madrid appears. There are rows of
red and green rooftops capping decaying houses. The old mine looks
wobbly and feeble. ''Danger" signs are plastered everywhe~e:
But further along, there is a tavern, shops and people hvmg. There are
,igns that read "No Trespassing:" .
.
.
.
.
Further along the route there IS a town of <;:er~1llos. Earl~ m the ?Jo.rnmg
Diuo Gonzales sits on the porch of an old bu1ldmg and wa1ts for h1s nde to
Santa Fe where he works in a tire store.
.
.
.
.
"I've lived here all my life," the 17-year-old Cernllos resident sa1d.
"There's not much to do around here 'cept play baseball, football or get
drunk," he said.
.
He pointed to a large ruin which used to be a bar .and restaura~t m t~e
center of the town and said, "We lost a Jot of busmess when T1ffany s
burned down." ·
Then his finger pointed across the way to a barren field. "That used to
be a park with lots of grass, but everybody killed it,"
But the ghost towns in northern New Mexico are far from dead.

Madrid retains old mining flavor
About 40 miles north of
Albuquerque on Highway I4, sits
one of New Mexico's most famous
ghost mining towns-Madrid.
Madrid was a company town-it
was run by the Albuquerque and

Cerrillos Coal Co. and "ruled'' by
Oscar Huber, superintendent of the
company, from 1919 to 1954.
The coal company owned and
operated the town's general store,
barbe.r shop, hotel, tavern,

amusement hall, hospital, public
utilities, fields and houses,
The firm also dominated, according to recent reports, the town
government, police and school
board.

The town was such a closed
society, in fact, miners were oflen
paid with company script which
was redeemable at the company
businesses.
Oscar Huber was always the
monarch of Madrid, even when the
town was owned by Albuquerque
George Kaseman. Huber fought
successfully against unionization of
the Madrid miners. It is said that
his biggest weapon against labor
unrest and organization was the
Madrid Employees Club, which, as
the town entertainment, kept the
miners too busy to think about their
economic status or to listen to labor
organizers.

Bandelier for strolling
three groups of inhabitants.
There is an admission fee to the
area and backpackers are required
to register in the administrative
offices.
If you decide to take your picnic
basket to Bandelier there is a lunch
area near the visitor center. On the

There is a dollar admission fee to
the museum-a small price to pay
for a large slice of colorful (but
dusty) New Mexico history and
tradition.

Fed up with
Ha.mburgers?

The phrase "rise and demise"
has been applied to Madrid and its
sister town of Golden often in
recent years. After the coal boom
diminished, Madrid became virtually deserted. It has recently
become a haven for young artists
and musicians.

A farge shaggy dog slowly makes his "':'ay through the graveyard, close to the church.

By ANNA POOLE
For backpackers and leisurely
strollers, Bandelier National
Monument, 46 miles west of Santa
Fe, offers tours of abandoned
Indian villages and mountain
wilderness.
The main ruins area tour takes 45
minutes and can be travelled by the
most flabby of office workers.
The most strenuous tout takes
two days and covers 20 miles of
trail. Ninety per cent of the
monument grounds is wilderness.
The ruins were abandoned in the
late I 3th century because of
drought. The ruins, are named in
honor of Adolph F.A. Bandelier, a
Swiss-American scholar, who
surveyed the ruins. The walking our
of the ruins reveals the farming,
religious and daily activities of

But Madrid still retains its old
mine flavor. Ole! mining shacks
stand empty. The mine is open, A
variety of paraphernalia is
displayed in the "nll!Seum"-an
area displaying parts of tl1e mine
and the old train station.

mesa above the canyon there are
campsites with tent spaces, tables,
fireplaces and a dump station,
toilets and water taps. There are no
utility hookups provided. Group
camping, on an advance reservation
basis, can be done at the Ponderosa
Campground.

Hea.r Ye;
The Event of the Ye~r!
B~llroom D~nce Club Is

"Get Down"

Pure Hickory- Smoked

Drells

h~vlng ~ Form~l D~nce.

This F~bulous D~nce Is
November 18, 1978

P.m.
Untllll:OO P.m.
~t8:oo

LOVE PHOTO

Old mining. shacks and company buildings still stand in Madrid, one of the most famous
ghost mining towns in New Mexico.

Exlbltlons
Live Banda
Refreshments
Door Prizes
S3.oo per peraon non mcm
Sl.SO per peraon mcm

Barbeque
Downtown

Fe~turlng

PowDrells

f~mous s~r-8-Q

Hom em~ de
Cobblers & Pies
T~ke out or dine In
243-9594 or 243-9595
West of 3rd
on Centro.!/ downtown

1

'~.

•

I
POOLE PHOTO

e orts

Bandelier National Monument, which is 46 miles west of
Santa Fe, offers a two-day tout of Indian ruins.

,,

ENGINEERING COURSES
FOR NON-ENGINEERS

Schedule:

'~·

In response to a growing need for information on technology,
the College of Engineering is offering the following courses for
non-technical students next semester; These courses are design·
cd for students in the humanities, social sciences, arts, and
education. Only a minimal amount of mathematics is used
when needed to explain basic principles. All courses are for 3
credit hours and graduate credit is allowed · except for
engineering majors. Further infonnation may be obtained
from the UNM Bulletin or the Engineering College Office,

ENGR 322- Womeri irl Science & Engineering
· ENGR 338 • Air Mgt. and the Environmcrll
ENG!\ 34()- Personal Computers
ENCR 380- Applicatiolls of Nuclear Energy
ENGH 3$5- Solar Energy Usc

'IT
MWF
'l~r

T'I"
'rT

2:00-3:15
12:00-12:50
12:30-1:45
3:30-4:45
8:00-9:!5

Thursday between 7:00PM and 7:30PM
Friday between 6:30AM and 7:00AM
Friday between noon and 12:·30 PM
Saturday between 6:30AM and 7:00AM

..

Sponsored by

Call our ·24 hours Mountain
sports/KRKE ski hotline
for updated conditions in
New Mexico and Colorado.
243-2681

•

untatn
rts LTD.
:ll.O:l Sa•• Pedro NE

.,,
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For White Stuff

CHADWICK PHOTO

Sarah Bergstrom catches a ride with AI Ross.

;. ·t(iN'I'A(;'r I.E:"S SPECIAL
f ~?. ~ . 'HI Allt'rgun Kit ':l'"
,.
i

'(,'

·Cull fur Low Pritt·., on lilt rd.
Soft ur St·mi-Suft l.l'llSL's

C:tsl'Y Optical Co.
.

,.t~l<lllr-~II"I"Jt ,,~,.,

Jk,,oJJJlnu,:

(tun HIS ul ·\\ <<•hi~•gton •

Covered.
Rrago~
.
MalcQra of Hond

2!i~-~~-W

'

Melle

tndien Jewelry
OLDTOWN

CHADWICK PHOTO

Ski season isn't only during the time snow is on the ground.

two more."

PRECISION M A DISCOUNT.
(For students only.)

Come by for a special student discount card. It's good for a whole year,
and entitles you to 1o%· off any Command Performance service. Including our precision haircut.
.
Precision haircutting is our technique for cutting the hair in harmony
with the way it grows. So as it grows it
doesn't lose its shape. Your haircut
will look as good after five days as it

does after five minutes.
A precision haircut with shampoo
and blow-dry costs just $14.00 for
guys or gals, less 10% of course. We
also offer permanent waves, color~
ing, frosting and. conditioning. No
appointment needed, just come in.
Take advantage of our offer, it's
precisely what you need.

Also, the Lobos have jumped up
in the league. UNM will be in one
of the three divisions which will
make up the new Rocky Mountain
Intercollegiate Ski League which
corttains 17 schools.
All the hard work the ski team
will go through during the upcoming season will culminate
March 7-10 for the men in
Steamboat Springs, Colo. at the
NCAA Finals and in Marquette,
Mich. at the women's AIAW
Nationals.
So with the six titles behind them,
the skiers of Coach George Brooks
have a long road ahead of them.
And as the white stuff prepares to
come down from the heavens, the
UNM ski team spends every day in
training; preparing for the racing
gates to open the 1978-79 ski
season.

®

Command Performaaee
Sierra Vista Shopping Center
Montgomery Blvd. at Eubank
Store hours Mon- Fri 9:00am-9:00pm
Sat 9:00 am-6:00 pm

298-9521

Join the

PEACE CORPS

277-5907

West
To Ski NetN Mex.

By PETER MADRID
The saying "Go West young
man, go West," probably best
describes the feeling UNM alpine
skier Eric Boutilier had when he
graduated from high school back in
Houghton, Mich.

Skiers Train and Wait
By PETER MADRID
There is no S\lCh thing as a
rebuilding year in the vocabulary of
UNM ski team coach George
Brooks.
Although Brooks has lost his two
All-American alpine women skiers
to the pro tour, Stephanie Lemay
and Cindy Stone, his newcomers
are to be regarded hjghly.
The UNM ski team opens its
season Dec. 2 and 3 in Lake Eldora,
Colo. and a host of new faces will
be on the slopes for the Lobos.
But the familiar faces of last
season which paced the ski team to
its sixth divisional title are also back
in the ranks.
Back on the men's alpine team
are starters Eric Bm;tilier, Paul
Kilstofte and Steve Yahn. For the
women alpine team, Cathy Robran
and Kirsten Randenbush are back,
Returning to the UNM crosscountry ski team are Greg Sivinski,
John Pacheco, Peer Kling and
Joanne Erickson.
Commenting on his newcomers
to the cross-country women's
program, Brooks said, "Every
newcomer we have is outstanding.
We added three good Nordic girls;
Anne Bakstad, Paula Turpeinen
and Sirpa Renko.
"The biggest addition to our
men's cross-country team is Tarmo
Hahto. We also added some new
names to the men's and women's
alpine teams who should be a big
help this season," Brooks added.
Alpine newcomers .include men
Andy Dulin, Jeff Robran, Greg
Harrison, Neil John, Bruce Lomax
and Kevin Verch. Women alpine
newcomers
include
Sarah
Bergstorm, Lori Hazen, Judy
Lloud, Tori Lowe and Lisa Vogler.
Bu.t this season veterans and
newcomers alike will find competition a bit stiffer as two strong
teams were added to the division;
the University of Denver and
Western States College.
Brooks said, "Two powerhouses
were added to our division. This
means we'll have to work a lot
harder. We had been the strortgest
team in our division, now there are

'~;;~co' CoiTies

Boutilier, who goes by the nickname of ''Paco," said, "1 wanted
to ski out West. l looked at the
different schools out here and
UNM s11ited my skiing and
academic needs.'·' ·

The veteran skier of UNM ski
team coach George Brooks, skied
all four years on his high school
team and also skied four years in
the Central U.S. Ski Association
league.
Commenting on the transition
from high school skiing to
collegiate skiing, Boutilier said,
''Competition is definitely stiffer
within the team and also against
·other teams in collegiate skiing.
There is also more competition
trying to make the team."

Ski Team Fun Run
Helps Scholarships
A run which has been set to help the UNM ski team raise money for
its team scholarship fund will be held at to a.m. Saturday.
Roy Soloman, owner of the Friars Pub and former UNM skier is
co-sponsoring the I 0-kilometer run with the ski team.
UNM ski Coach George Brooks said, "We're really excited about
him (Soloman) helping us out. When you get out of school and look at
some of the programs that helped you out, you remember them."
Registration for the run costs $5 with T-shirts and refreshments
provided, The run will start and finish at Friars East, at 1200
Wyoming, N.E.
Applications for Saturday's run are available at Friars East and the
UNM ski team office in Johnson Gym.

But for Boutilier, the transition
has been easy because of his
tcaminates and his coach.
"Team clo.seness is important to
a collegiate ski team," Boutilier
said, "Travelling distances like we
do, we're in the van a long time. If
· there is no team closeness, you
begin to get on each other's nerves.
I've really enjoyed the closeness on
the team in the past."
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are left
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Boutilier also mentioned his
coach, George Brooks, as being a
big help to him in his collegiate
skiing career.
He said, "George is a hardworker and has done a lot for me
over the years. He's more than a
coach to me, he's also a good
friend, and this is important. He
made a good impression on me
when I first met him."

'.
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Paco came all the way from Michigan to ski at UNM.

Gymnasts are Ready
The men's and women's gym- as Oregon, Southern lllinois,
nastics team will perform in an Louisiana State and fomer WAC
intersquad meet tonight at 7:30 foe Arizona State,
p.m. It is the first time the Lobo
The women's squad will also
gymnasts will perform this year.
perform in tonight's meet. Coach,
Coach Rusty Mitchell, who is Claudia Thomas has her team
entering his l3th season as the Lobo performing in the floor exercises
mentor, has a young team with a with exhibitions on the apparatus.
combination of new recruits and
familiar faces.
Missing is all-around performer
John Bernal, but Perry Genovese, a
junior from Sufferan, N.Y.; Dave
Eoff, a junior from Eugene,
Oregon; and Ken Hoeg, another
junior, from Glendora, Calif. are
some of the returning Lobos off of
last year's team.
UNM freshman football player
Genovese is an all-around
Keith
Adle and assistant. men's
performer who steps in as the top
basketball
coach Manny Goldstein
all-around man with the departure
were
arraigned
on charges of
of Bernal.
soliciting
pl'ostitutes,
in
Eoff is a specialist in the pommel
.Albuquerque
municipal
court
horse competition · and Hoeg
competes on the highbar and the Tuesday.
Adle entered a plea of not guilty
rings.
and
Dec. I was set as his hearing
The team is young and inexperiencd as they have no seniors on date. The results of Goldstein's
the team. Tl;lese young men practice arraignment were not available at
~
year-round as they atlempt to press time.
Adle and Goldstein were arrested
improve as they gain experience.
· Their schedule for the coming by city police Nov. 9 a.s p~t of, a
season includes such poWerhouses crackdown on prostitutiOn m
-"Albuquerque.

Keith Adle,
Goldstein
Arraigned

insta:rune

~ ~OPENING~
. ~
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15th

11 A.M.- 3P.M.
COAL & 1-25 S.E.
REGISTER FOR
TURKEY GIVEAWAY
neccesso.r!J. ·Need
not
·present to win. Dro.wlng
for 4 turkeys, Non. Nov. 20th.

Boutilier said he is uncertain
what lies ahead of him after his
skiing years at UNM. He expressed
the desire to be a ski coach.

I

GRAND

With the ski season Jess than one
month away, "Paco" rides his bike
to Roosevelt park where the team
trains, with the desire to hit the
slopes, and pick up where he left
off last year; being one of the
mainstays of the ski team.

IM Trot
for Birds
Saturday
Turkeys will be given away as
prizes in the second annual Turkey
Trot Saturday on UNM's North
Golf Course.
The three-mile race will start at
II a.m. with late registration held
at 10:30.
A $2 entry fee is required upon
registration. The first ISO people
who enter wiU be given BudmlUI Tshirts.
Turkeys will be awarded to the
first place finishers in each of the
five age categories. The groUps are
17-20, 21-26, 27-37, 38-48 and 49and-over for both men and women.
The run is being sponsored by the
UNM intramural department and
Budweiser.

GSA COUNCIL
MEETING
Saturday, December 2, 1978
rO()m Z30, SUB at 9 a.m.
Open to all graduate students

Cross Country Ski Packages With Everything You Need

* SILVA HUSKI CLASSIC

NORSKI BOOTS - (choice of 3 styles)
TROLL PIN BINDINGS
TONKIN POLES
STARTER WAX KIT WITH CORK & SCRAPER
BINDINGS INSTALLED & HOT WAX

Regular $154.95

PACKAGE PRICE $109.95

* SAMEPACKAGEWITHSILVAHUSKICLASSICNOWAX(nowaxkit)

*
*

OR SILVA HUSK! SPRINT LT $106.95
CHILD'S CROSS COUNTRY SKI PACKAGE
SILVA NO WAX SKIS WITH PIN BINDINGS
SILVA TONKIN POLES
SILVA XC SKI BOOTS

Regular $71.00
PACKAGE PRICE $58.8.8
x~c SKI PACKAGE RENTAL & REPAIR SERVICE

* COME SEE OUR COMPLETE LINE OF CLOTHING, PACKS,
BOOKS & ACCESSORIES FOR THE CROSS COUNTRY
SKIER & REGISTER FOR A NORDIC SKI TOURING PACK
TO BE GIVEN AWAY DECEMBER 2, 1978 (no purchasenecessary)

9611 Menaul Blvd. NE
VISA MC·

293•9725 ·. hours 9·9 Mon·Fri, 9·6 Sat
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Wo111en's

Basketball
Is Here
,,
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Janet Wroblewski

~~

Cindy Fischer

Sharon Cordova

-

f
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Dee Weinreis

Lisa Wedekind

Photos By
Jeanette
Barry's Electronic
Repair
505 San Pedro SE 265-0335
FREE ESTIMATES and
10% OFF USED TV'S
with valid UNM ID

-

We ropa.lr stereos, tv's, tapesj and
also ha¥&'9lectronlo pouts .in stock,

~

Jean Rostermondt

Sharon Striker

D---SKI AT THE SUBexpert alpin.e & c ro~s country
• Ski rePairS- REFINISHING
~
"'

-~·

..

~

~~·

10 YEARS
( UNM

C,

~Is the time to get your skrs

readY tor the upcoming season-fr Skis pertorm better & last longer
, with a super tune trom the
SUB SPORTS STOP ••• For your
own safety have your bindings
adjusted by an expert_
1
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Delivery)

Salomon
Look
TyroJia
Besser

P-Tex-- ''Skiing magazine"
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Assistant Rick Harden

Taryn Bachis

Coaching is tough work,
Coaches suffer from ulcers, premature gray hair and sore throats.
But UNM basketball Coach Kathy Marpe has got another problem.
It's not a problem facing too many coaches, but it is one some, at
least, would like to experience.
.
She has a lot of talent, returning from a successful team and she was
named the Intermountain Coach of the year last year. So what's the
problem? r
The problem is, with all those things going for her, how can she
come up with a team finishing worse than third in the 14-team con•
ference? Anything else would be mediocre.
But Marpe says this year's edition is better, stronger. "We're not as
strong as we'd like to be," she admits, but stronger nonetheless.
"I'm not saying we're going to walk away with it (the conference
•
title), but we're running a lot of things well." .
Jean Rostermondt is a a natural basketball player. The ball fits so well
into her hands. If she has a weakness, only she notices it.
"I need to work on my defense," she says, "I always have to work
on my defense."
Defense is no problem for designated cheerleader Cindy Fischer.
The 5'6" junior from Sommerville, N.J. knows it ain't gonna be easy.
"I know it's going to be long." Then as she sat down taking a break
from practice, she said, "it's all going to boil down to those people
out there," pointing to her teammates.
Lisa Wedekind, a 5'10" sophomore has her own role. Wedekind
has been a regular terror on the boards during practices.
"That's because of Marpe," she explains. "I picked up a lot last
year, especially from Jean. She's really good to watch and learri
from."
Dee Weinreis, a 6'2" freshman, is a person opponents will be
watching. She will assume the role left vacant by 6'4'' Carol
Moreland, who wants to put more time into her studying.
"When I heard that Carol had quit,'' she said, "l knew I had a lot
of work to do."
They've done a lot of work already, Assistant Coach Rick Harden
said," At this point we're ahead oflast year, especially offensively."
Taryn Bach is has a lot to do with that. The 5'9" forward from
Albuquerque was the spark plug for the Lobos last year.
But spark plug, cheerleaders and superstars don't guarantee
championships. But then again neither does good coaching.
Basketball is tough work because basketball doesn't guarantee
anything.

The $55 Haircut

II
.
J
-. .~,

'·~·

~L.,~l'"'

King

~~~~~INDING

.·

Carol Cutler

Debbie Weinreis

CROW'S NEST FLOWERS
Antiques & Gifts
Sr1ecial Love Bunch $2.50
265-8569, 265-8560
lO% OFF Cnsh & Carry
l'edro SE

D
in Education, Squthwcst History or
New Mexico History.
:-.;ec,'fl 11 liUhjt't'l th111 ham'! IJil'Nl ctJVen•tl ill a
cliJaSerlllliun or h~tury hook5'! I hN"C 111l the!
uuatcriah lli:cc~ury it ;-·cm'ri.! inh:rt'!Oh•tl iu ex·
ror two
J
uf yuur lliL-\Crtlltit•1. Cull

Muffin Raff

CoachMarpe

Ski
sale
DOWN VESTS!!!

REGULARLY PRICED AT
$1 9. 99 ------ADULTS

$1499
.:w~*.dJff?l."'·

..::p:;-~;:-~

/"'•W4f#i.'-@

.
SKI JACKETS!!!
MEN •S AND WOMEN'S $15.99 ............ $19.99 ......... $24.99
KIDS SKI JACKETS .................. $10.99 ...... $15.99 ..... $19.99
"BOTTOMS UP" SKI TUNING *
72-HOUR SERVICE----JUST $10 for regular maintenance check!
*"Ski-Tuning is filing, waxing and minor base repair to insure
peak performance & safety on the slopes .

..

,

KIDS DOWN MITTENS: $5 PER PAIR
INSULATED VINYL GLOVES: KIDS$4.00

Who woulQ go.to a b<:irbl!r Who charge~ $55 (Or a hahtUl?. Paul Newman, Peter Lawford
Rfcha-rd Benjilmfn, Pal,II_Ahl~a. Lee Ma.rVili, MiclM!!I Smra:dt1 and ~idmrd Jat!kCll, are just some
of th~· notables and -celcbrilie~ who h~ve their hair cut by Jtm Mmkham.
Atirl now you. too, can gej yo 1 hair cut \.Vith the Markbmil Styl(! Innovator Method for
~1.1.50 (,1 lot less than $55). The Markh{;tli: 5tyll't hmovnlor Me1hod Shot1llstcd pelow offers
yuu :.tyhng expertise ~nd metj1ods -devdop~d by Jhn Mnrldwtn. _In ilddlllqn thcyre exclusive
Sources of the nillCh·wanted Markham Sty!(! 111ti0v<ltor Grooming Products. Indulge yourself.

i\l;Jri(II;Jilll International
Unisex Hair Design Center
JUAN TABO PLAZA
Monlgomety & Juen Tebo N.E.

FAR NORTH CENTER

..

...

7804 Central S.E

san Matoo & Acadlmy N.E.

ADULTS $7.00
ADULTS $6.00
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Champ Retains Title Underhill's Actions Speak for Her
Joe Caburra; won the All-University men's intramural one-on-one
basketball tillc for the ;ccond year in a row with a victory over Jim Hutchin> in the championship game.
.
. . .
.
Cabarras was undefeated in the eight-man mdcpcndent diVlsiOn, wmning four straight including the champiomhip game over Hutchins.
AT( J\ .roe ( 'artcr and the Pike's Mike Bowman emerged as the top two
players from Ill entrants in the fraternity divhion, with Carter defeating
Bowman for the title.
fn the i\11-\Jnivcrsily play-off Hutchins defeated Carter while Cabarras
dhpatchcd Bowman to set up the final game.

Coll.lege of Santa Fe

..

1111: may bte dne pB.ac<e you•ve been
thinking about ••.
Quality Teaching, Small ClasseS>~
Faculty who 1'-now YOU.
Think about it.

For transfer information,
write:
Dean of Admissions
Station 1
College of Santa FE
or call 982·6131

JoinUsFo:r

***
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JUBILEE78
WITII

THE ARCHERS 1-r
UONNIE &. THE LAS'l' CAIJL -t.r
ATIIELE'I'IS -t.r
SI_.J~(~IAIJ J•JDRSONALI1.'IES -t.r
RICII.t'UlD SIIAiiARIAN -k
FRID.tl.YNov. 17,7:30 l_.ltl
Albnq. Convention CeJtteJ.•
Iiiva. Auditorium

All Seats

FREE

WIIILE THEY LAS1.'%
·wRITE DIRECTLY TO:
YOUTII CRUSADES OF Al'tiERICA
t•OBOX6208
OIL\.NGE, CALIFORNL\ U266'1
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This Week's Films

CARDONA

UNM volleyball star Elyn
Underhill rarely talks of her
volleyball success. When she docs
she give her teammates all the
credit.
Underhill's performance on the
volleyball court speaks for her
athletic ability.
In a game against the University
of Texas at El Paso, Underhill's
setting helped keep a UNM rally
alive forcing UTEP into overtime.
"She's an cxcellcm setter," said
UNM volleyball coach Cathy Lies.
"A good setter can help you
develop the game strategy."
In the same game against UTEP
the volleyball star had an impressive 12 kills for a point or
sideout.
The same achievement that won
Umferhill the Lobo of the Week in
the game against El Pa;o was
consistant throughout the season.
The UNM athlete had 82 per cent
oft he kills for the UNM squad .
Besides her athletic ability,
U ndcrhill possess the leadership
ability desired by most coaches.
Coach Lies said "Elyn is the
playmaker on the court when she's
in the game the offense runs bet-

ter."
Because of her leadership ability,
coach Lies used her talents to
captain the squad throughout the
season.

Tourney
Brings
Losses
The UNM men's rugby side lost
two of three matches last weekend
in the nine-team collegiate bracket
of the Arizona Classic rugby
tournament in Tucson.
The Lobos lost to eventual
tournament champion University
of Arizona 14-4 in the first round.
They dropped their second match
10-4 to the Arizona State University
School of General Management
side. UNM's lone win came as a
result of a San Diego State forfeit.
Arizona won the tournament's
collegiate championship with a 26-6
thrashing of New Mexico State.
In their opening match, the
Arizona serum dominated the
action. They scored one try by
pushing the Lobo forwards off the
ball during a five-yard serum and
falling on the ballin the end-zone.
Craig Wacknov scored the
Lobo's lone try recovering the ball
in the end-zone after moving it
up field on a run and grub kick.
Wacknov scored UNM's only
other try in tournament action to
open the scoring against the ASU
side. He ran the ball in from 10
yards out after New Mexico gained
possession in a serum.
Arizona State then scored 10
straight points to take a 10-4
halftime lead. They scored against
the weak side of UNM's defense
and they recovered the ball when it
bounced over the heads of the
defense and into the end-zone.

lly GINETTE PARDEE

Elyn Underhill, LOBO of the Week

POULSEN PHOTO

Tonight the Film Committee
begins its last week of films for this
semester. We'll be back in January,
just like you.
Tonight's film is another group
of films-"Films 11 /11 New York
Part 2." The New York school of
filmmakers are among the most
active, and in many cases, the most
perceptive of the young filmmakers. Tonight's films are the
long "Wavelength" by Michael
Snow, "Lozenge Licking" a two
minute short by Jon Rubin, the
unusual "4/61: Wall Neg. Pos.
Way" by Kurt Keen, and
"Clothesline" by Jim Jennings,
There will be one showing of these
independent films at 8 p.m.
"On the Waterfront" is an
Albuquerque favorite. Made in
!954 by Elia Kazan, "On The
Waterfront" stars Marlon Branda

~

Dllring her prep career in Nelson,
British Columbia, the UNM star
was selected to represent her home
province in a international event in
Hawaii. Teams from the Paci fie
area were represented in the
tournament.
Underhill was recruited by
assistant volleyball coach Rick
Harden who said "J heard about
Elyn from a friend. I drove to
Nelson to watch her play in a
basketball
tournament.
Her
jumping ability is really im-

program at UNM."
Coach Lies said "I am sure she
expected more from the program.
She's used to playing a higher
caliber of volleyball.''
During the off-season the UNM
star plans to stay in shape by
jogging and lifting weights.
In February she plans to return to
Canada to participate in the
Canadian Winter Games.
The UNM star says at this point
she's not sure if she will be
returning next year to the squad.
pressive."
...
''Some problems have developed
Underhill said "I didn't know . at home so I'm not sure if I will be
what to expect from the volleyball
returning."

Guthrie Concert
The Popular Entertainment
Committee will present Arlo
Guthrie in concert tonight at 8 p.m.
in Popejoy Hall. Leading off the
evening's concert will be long-time
Guthrie back-up band Shenandoah.
Guthrie, the son of noted folk
singer Woody Guthrie, made his
name a decade ago with his antiwar, talking blues. song "Alice's
Restaurant." He later starred in the
film of the same name. Since then
Guthrie has continued to provide
his audience with well written,
evocative songs such as "Motorcycle,'' "Coming Into Los
Angeles," and "City of New

Watson Grabs 2nd
In Lifting Contest
By ANDREW CARDONA
United States and Canadian
weightlifters congregated in
Brandon, Manitoba, Canada, to
compete in a dual meet between the
two countries.
Among
the
powermen
representing the U.S. was UNM's
Tony Watson who captured second
place.
In the two meet events, the
snatch and the jerk, Watson had a
total lift of 468 pounds.
The snatch is a one movement lift
from the standing position lifting
the weights from the ground over
the head with arms extended and
elbows locked. The jerk is a two
movement lift from the ground to
the chest then above the head in the
standing position.
To compete in the Canadian meet
the 148-pound UNM weightlifter
rivaled against several powermen
throughout the U.S. at the Junior
Olympics Meet last August in
Houston, TX. Ten powermen were
selected among the field that included several Olymp1c hopefuls.
In a previous contest the UNM
weightlifter said he injured his knee
and was advised by the family
doctor to avoid any heavy lifting
for a few weeks.
"I couldn't pass the opportunity
to compete in this tournament so I
decided to go against medical
advice,"he said. "Ironically I did
better than I expected.''
The
20-year-old
UNM
powerlifter started weightlifting at
the age of 14, "I participated in

bOO]{S
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team sports in high school but I
wasn't satisfied. Weightlifting is an
individual sport were an athlete can
compete as an individual."
The UNM powerman has won
several meets including two
national Junior Olympic Tournaments.
Since his return from Canada the
UNM powerli fter has been making
arrangements to compete in local
events. His next tournament is
scheduled
for Dec. 2, in
Albuquerque.

Orleans," a song about the demi~e
of a train.
Guthrie's latest album is entitled
"One Night" and includes several
folk songs {"Buffalo Skinners,"
"St. Louis Tickle") a Beatles tune
("I've Just Seen A Face"), and a
new talkiog blues song in the
tradition of "Alice's Restaurant."
The new song is "The Story of
Ruebeo Clamzo and His Strange
Daughter in the Key of A." In
concert, it is reputed to be even
more popular than ''Alice.''
Tickets for the Arlo GuthrieShenandoah concert are available
at the Popejoy Hall box office.

No Redeeming Value
r·

Amateurs
ShutOut
By Pros
By MARK SMITH
The Albuquerque All Stars, a
soccer team made up of some of the
best amateur players in the city,
took on a professional powerhouse
Sunday, the Dallas Tornado. The
difference between the pros and the
amateurs was evident, as the
Tornado pounded out a I 0-0
victory.
The game wasn't a cascoftheAll
Stars making mistakes, but the
Tornado just being overpowering.
The Tornado was skillful and
fluid and the All Stars just couldn't
keep up with them.
A disappointing :3,000 People
showed up for the contest. Joe
Badal, in charge of the game, said,
"The weather kept many people
away. Although it was beautiful at
the game, the northeast part of the
city had rain all during gametime."
Badal also mentioned the Dallas
Cowboy -Green Bay Packer game
on TV as keeping people at home.
The future for pro teams coming
to Albuquerque may have dimmed
because of the sparse crowd. Badal
said, "It;s going to be hard to get
the Tornado back again, as they
play to promote the game. They
brought in 12,000 in Tulsa for a·
game which led to Tulsa having a
pro franchise."
Eveo without the success, Badal
has plans. "l've .lost money 011 the
game; and l m&y be crazy, but I'm
going to try to get two pro teams in
here next year; for a .game against
each other."

in one of his best roles. Branda
works on the terrified waterfront,
where organized crime rules.
Branda turns the docks into a
decent place to work by fighting the
mobsters. Rod Steiger, as Brando's
older brother, also gives an excellent
performance.
This
matetpiece from the James Dean
school of rebel filmmaking will be
shown on Thursday night at 7 and
9:15p.m.
Friday night at 7, 9 and II p.m.,
our favorite comedy of all time will
be shown. "Modern Times" is
Charlie Chaplin's materpiece. Well
before the idea of man versus
machine in a technological society,
Chaplin parodied the conflict in
"Modern Times." The film was
also Chaplin's attempt to stem the
"talkies" tide that was about to
sweep Hollywood. Also starring in
"Modern Times" is Chaplin's exwife Paulette Goddard. The
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By JOHN CAPUTE
Joan Armstrong. Now, who can
Soldier of fortune Richard enjoy popcorn while trying to make
Burton is hired by mysterious heads or tails of this stuff, let alone
English Lord Stewart Granger to comprehend the main plot?
That isn't to say coherence is
rescue imprisoned African leader
being held held by Commie rebels. essential to a good movie; Sam
Burton gets old battle chums Peckinpah hasn't made anything
Richard Harris and Roger Moore understandable since The Wild
and forms a small army of retired Bunch, and he's still made some
mercenaries, parachutes into a decent flicks. And let's not even
central African country, kills a talk about Robert Altman. But if
whole bunch of incompetent black one is going to throw coherence out
soldiers without a scratch to the window, there better be a lot of
themselves, rescue the imprisoned talent to take up the slack.
president, discover they have been Unfortunately, Andrew McLaglen
double-crossed by their employers, is one of the major no-talents of
and have to fight it out with a Hollywood. He gives mediocrity
battlion of savage tribesman to new meaning. As for screenwriter
escape. The film still has another Reginald Rose, I hope the money
was worth trading his integrity and
hour to go with the good stuff talent away.
blood and death- still to come.
Richard Pryor proved comedians
The problem with "The Wild
Geese," besides hack direction and could become good actors; Richard
writing and embarrassing per- Burton proves here actors can
formances, is that it is not fun. become decent comedians. He's a
Movies full of killing and maiming master of comic timing, a skill ooly
and blood can be fun; remember hinted at in The Exorcist II. I'm
The Secret Jnv11sion and Where expecting an album from him any
Eagles Dare, not to mention that day now.
classic fun picture, The Dirty
Richard Harris plays straight
Dozen? Who could take them mat1 to Burton, giving us hope that
maybe a new Martin and Lewis is in
seriously?
Remember Where Eagles D11te the making. With the addition of
where Richard Burton and Clint Roger Moore, there's even the
Eastwood kill a whole Division of promise of a new Three Stooges.
Nazi mountain troops with two Where Burton once had talent and
submachine guns without reloading Harris the promise of talent, Moore
once? Humor at its zenith! And, of has no talent; he comes off looking
course, the Keystone Kops had the best in the film.
"The Wild deese" has nothing
nothing on the Dirty Dozen- sure,
they were rapists and murderers to offer ~ goddamn, one can't
and perverts, but likable rapists and even make out during it, the
murderers and perverts. And with shooting and explosions and bodies
Donald Sutherland, Charles flying through the air are just too
Bronson, John Cassavetes, Jim intruding, too noisy. And hell, if
Brown, Trini Lopez and Telly you can't even make out during a
Savalas as the rapists, murderers, film, then you might as well forget
all about it; it has no redeeming
and perverts who could go wrong?
.
"The Wild Geese" is funny value whatsoever.
(thanks mostly to Burton, who is
funnier than a fish) but it lacks any
sense o( fun. These people are
serious. Aside from a good two 12:15 p.m.; "Options: The Myth
hundred killings, there;s a touching and the Reality of the Wilderness
fatheNon relationship, high Experience'' A loOk at what it's like
government intrigue, a snotty rich to live in the wilderness, by« couple
kid forced to eat strychnine-cut who is living in the Alaska bush.
heroin, the Mafia, philisophical 5:30p.m.; KUNM News
debates about the need for black 6 p.m.; NPR's "All Things
Considered"
and white Africans to live together,
and a theme sollg by the marvelous 7 p.m.; "Home CookingH• (blues)

.KUNM Today

comedy of this film makes i( an
American classic.
Saturday, our last night together,
promises to be a strange, bu( funny,
night. "Satan's Brew," a film by
German new-wave director Werner
Fassbindcr, will be shown at 7, 9:15
arld 11:30 p.m. "Satan's Brew" is
the loosely knit story of a poet who
thinks he is Stephen George.
Hounded by his battle-ax wife, a

'Outlook'

ARTS
warty admirer, and a retarded
brother, the poet. murders a rich
nymphomaniac. This odd assortment of characters gives the film a
mixture of absurdity, vulgarity, and
perversity. Originally filmed in
German, our version is overdubbed
in English, We think this tlim will
leave you laughing. And isn't that
the
best
way
to
leave
you-laughing?

All films will he shown in the
SUB Theater, locatctl in the
southeast corner of the SUB
basement. From the Film Committee, best regards. We would
appreciate your comments on our
program this semester. It is not to
late to let us know what films you
would like to see next semester. Call
us, or stop in to see us in Room23l
of the SUB.

Co.mero.s

Rolling
The cameras are rolling again in
the theatre arts department
preparing this week's edition of
"Outlook."
"Outlook," produced by the
Student Production Group (SPG),
is a bi-monthly TV show for UNM
students.
Wednesday's show will spotlight
the New Mexico College Theatre
Festival to be held at UNM
Novemb.er 16-19.
It will also include a spoof of
KOAT-TV's Crimestoppers.
Outlook's aim to inform and
entertain. Through skits, musical
satires and investigative reporting,
"Outlook" hopes to bring events
around campus to the TV screen.
You cao watch "Outlook" on
close circuit TVs around campus
including the SUB and the dorms.
This week's program will be aired
continuously on Wednesday
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
The SPG welcomes any contribution from those interested in
working
on
the
program.
Suggestions can be sent to the
Television Production Office,
Room416 in the Fine Arts Center.

lOWlY 1!1!181
lTl\IM'S NITI~ SPOT

Come on tor yoru· sJaeiJ to
tlte Rocli & Roll sounds or

IJotla Friday aud Satru·day uigJat
Novembc••17 &. 18
Doors Ot}euat8:45
Adrnissiou
Students 81.00 w/ UNlU IJ)
l_.nblie 82.00

WHENTHEU.S.SKIIE 1 MSAYS
THEY DRIVE ASUB1 RU
THEY'RE NOT SNOWING YbU.

People who get around on snow
really appreciate a car that does, too.
That's why the Subaru 4 Wheel Dr1ve
Wagon is the offictal car of the U.S.
Ski Team.
Besides hav1ng !he lowest sltcker
price of any 4 wheel dnve wagon on the

road today, our wagon features 0 fulllime front wheel drJVe 0 4 wheel drtve
Wtlh the fltek of o lever 0 rack and
piniOn steenng 0 power ass1sl front
disc brakes and 0 !he efflctenll600
SEEC. T eng 1r1e
The Suboru 4 Wheel Drtve
Wagon If you wonllo make !rocks, II
mokes sense

Car of the United States Ski
Team.'11/ll
Lis
~Su!J~mufAuii·n•.!
- -

"" 1•1:'11.

Tartaglia Imports, Inc.
4910 Centro.l S E

Phone 265-7805
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l'agt• 24, N<•w M<'xko DaUy LOBO, Novernber 15, l!J71l
o,wemer
105.

w/.,ucU~ dt.:~ll/;11-

('hum M11rrun Hi411, Ronm
tCn

HJUNf.>: ROC'KWH.J. AC Atlapter on

Daily Lobo

1~1

floor of

SUI_!. Chrim M<irl'lll11lllll Rl)f/HI 105.

lfn

A.l). STYLE b[Jok in J(Jurnali~m Oldg.

f.{J"lJNo:

_r,lcn~Jfy tlml t:lmm lrl Journuli~rn RoCJm 2.1 6.

lassified Advertising

3.

SERVICES

I'YI)t•n .
8970.

l.

PERSONALS

c:C)NTACwrS7'l't POI.JSI-IING &
Cr~~cy Optical Cornp11ny. 2tiS-8846.

~(JI.UTIONS.

12101

ACCUHATE INfORMATION ABOUT C()Jt~
tr;LI:eption, !;Jtrtlit«tion, [!bortion. Righl to
('ilOOSt.:.294·0J7].
Jl/20
STUl)FN'IS' A WAI{D-·WINNIN<.i phOIOjo:riiJ,hY ami
poetry in UNM's unMiitemry mugndne. On sale In

Mnrron Hall Room 105. $1.00. Now ncccptiug
~11hmis~ion,~o to ncJi\ i'>~tJe. For more illfOrrnatiOII
come in or ct~ll ~17-~656. Evcni11go;: 67J-19CH.
tfn
KICK IN CONCFRT wllh locnl ~nmp Spoiler Dec. 3
Rpm at SliJJ Ballroom. I he hc~t in hurd t·nck.
trn
J;'fii:-<_i_f~I'KN·c ·Y "JI·.~n !Nil- A-Nt) tmln~ding, phtm~
247 9819

ll/20

T£~RM

PArH/{S, thcs[J>,

re~umc~.

299·
12/01
KINKO'S TYJ>JNO Sl~RVJC'H (JLlM Selectric) and
now )"minute Pa~~rort PhoJo~. No appointment.
26B~Il513. We do key\,
tfn
OUITAR LESSONS ALL '.ltylcs. Murc'.~ Ouitar
~h1tlio. 255·5B86.
tfn
QA TYPIN(j SERVICE. A C<)fllplcte tYping und
cdilmia,l !>y~tcm. Tcchnicnl, ~enetal legal, meclcal,
~(:hola<>tic. ChurlS ~m<J tables. 345·2125.
12/01
TYPIST · 24 !lOUR SERVICE fUM Selectric II,
.lcun, 255-9426, nfth4:00pm.
12/01
rYPING: FAST Rl!ASONAOLE. 293-J9SJ, Pat.
12101

11/20
FIRST QtJAI .ITY, H83-77H7, Holly. 1.1120

APPJ~ENTICESHJPS,

nun.

II/IS

MIA!'IA.

!IllS

Vi~la

SE 296-7120, 243·1311, 898-1353.
11/15

$J8QO DOWN, TAKE OVER payment.~ of$141.00.
14-wide, partially furnished. 881·8134. Rc·Sell
Unlimitcc.l.
11117
Nf! l-UXURY 2 [H;DROOM, 2 batll townhoq~r:.
Carpeted, (enced, $165, bill5 paid. 26.2-l?!il Valley
Rcnl.!lls$35 fee.
11/17
.$1,50 3 DEDROOM, UlLLS ·Paid.) blocks for UNM,
rlrcplacc, busemen! :;tash. 262~1751 Valley Rentals.
$35 fcc,
I 1/17
I'INEI~Y FURNISHED EASTSJDR 1 bedroom:
p<1tio, fenced, S95, most bills paid. 262-1751, Valley
J(enuls. $35 fe~:.
11/17
STUDIO APT. FOR rent. clean, near UNM, one

block north of Central. Call 26S·6966 or268-0.S04.

I·Nn ACCURATE TYPING, 266-39.'iJ.

I·Y-PlNc;

rmctly In lJNM'~ antlllm•ry maga1i11c. On ~1\l~ in
M.lrrtllJ H;1ll, Rnom 10.~. $UX1 Nnw acc~·ptillB

Ill At'KSMITIIINll

10:00 pm.
12101
SJNur.es WEJ,Cf>ME. NEW 2. bedroom, carpet,
1804 Buena

12/0J

(TUITION fcc), Wr11c: Rol1mdo DeLeon, Ht. 4 Uox
85 l), Sllllln Fe, New Mexico, 87501.
1;v01
OA Y, tH"SBlAN RAP group: Uriggs rniliUiive. Nov.
19.7:30 p.m., lOll Clirard Sl~. 260-9240.
ll/17
IJAPPY I! In TilDA Y !'INK ~:h:plmnl. Fluff :md

ROOMMATe'. WANTED:· FEMAL(~ to shun~ NB
apt. Rent negotitt.blc. 293-9316 after

Alh~Jqllerquc

drapes, la,rgc toom5, ncar LJNM, TV I, airport. 1800&

.;I fmr•.N i-~-;'AWARD- WJNN1N<l.p1wtograplly ;u11.l
~uhrm~~hm~ to ncJtl h~ue. -Fnr more mrnrmation
come in (Jr cn11277-:'16:'i.(,. J·:vening~ 873·l'.Xl4.
tfn

ONE: Ul:lJROOM HJRNISIHW apt. one block to
UNM. 'rwin tJr dc}uble b~:ds. $19S indud~:s ut!lilie~.
Var'>ity liouse 141 Columbia SF..
111n

IJ/20

LARGE I BEDROOM UNFURNISHED aparnnent
in duJ'llex. Uose to UNM. Nice yurd. $16S plus
.Jllilitie<,. 409 Spruce NE. 344-6330 after 5.
ll/ 15
MELLOW PERSON WANTED to .. hare house
w/Grad. Student: downtown, 1.5 blocks campus.
~100/mo. ~42-4168.

4.

HOUSING

-------------ROOM FOR KENT hi Valley home, $100 pltn

utlliliCii with flrcplnc~;, hardwood fl,lOrs. Flfleen min.
from cumpu~. Call Mike nt 871~5939.
1J/17
NOD IIlLI. MOTEL. Rctt~oiwble daily and Weekly
rates. 17J 2 Central SE. Near UNM. Phone 255·3172
11117

5.

11120

FOR SALE

~AN

MARCO COMET Ski boots. yellow, Like new,
11/15
GARRARD TURNTABLE W/NEW Grado car~
trldgc. Scott umplifier. s~o.oo en. Good cond. 84)-

$40.00. BBJ-1467 after ,5,

7245.

11/15

fliANK~-M-l'iiT'l~unygun~ did the joh.

i\NY"{)Nj:"fNTl·RI·S rEH> IN jolnmg u ~ki club lo
~/lilT!: ridc\, c~pell~l'\ and goorJ ttntc\ !hi'>

Whiter, cnll
tl/21
J'rAPPY!iiR 1 HlJA Y IIAJ'tHARA from yo11r

2(,(1 ~950.

~nmpuniun,James.
11/J:i
,;R!'H>Y'I MA!<:h I 1 to Ned'" on Wcdne~dny~ for
their Spl'(ial Drtnk Nightl
I J 115
PK~ CJIRJS·i~\1AS SAlE i~ on/ All jewelry tt~1Xe~,

PlJ:'tt''>, }1ari1Jlhcrnalia ilu:cme • li&hlfr~,. lmn_g.<, ·only
at l'ipc & ltlbiKt;tl Road- 101 Con1cll SE M·F 8:30·0,
"i<~L J(J 4,
11120
PJI(HOORAl~fr)'
S'TUDI~NTS,
iiOUnYISTS!
( 'll~torn hla~.k-und·Wllitc pmccs~in!J:, printing. Fl1tc~
gnun nr pu.,.h·pHWt~sing of film, Hnncl work, tender
lu\'~· nnd uuc
;ht'ct~
;1nli

of your precious ncgalive~. Conine!
lligh-quolity custom enlargements.
mmmtiug, Cit: . Advkc if ~~~ked. Call 265·2444 or
~.:ome

lo l717 Oirard.lJivd. N.H.
I l/17
Pi\SSPOIU, IDl'N riFICATION PHOT()S. Lowen
rm..:c' in tuwn . J fllr $~.751 Fu~t, pleasing. Neal'
UNM Call 265-2444 or come to 1717 Oirnnl IJI..,d.

Nl·.

2.

IUOI

LOST & FOUND

Fl ND YOUH.SEl.F' IN the Pcucc Corr'!S. 277·.5907

tfn
FOUND: KBYS ·(GM) on piece. of leather work, in

M11chc:UHnll. Chlim M~rron Hl\1\, Room 105.
tfn
FOUND: ROOM \020 of new Art DUUdlnl!,: men's

's
"

6.

matching Oush mount speakers, $I QQ. Z56·
ll/1.5

EMPLOYMENT

WORK 0 VE RSEAS IN the Peace Corp~. 277 ·5907.
12101

OVERSEAS JOQS ~SUMMER/fiJI! time. Eun;~pe, S.
America, Aumalla, Asia, etc, Alllicld5, $500·1200
mo11thly, expenses paid, sightseeing. Free In f.· Write:
Internatioruil Job Cemer, Box4490.NB Berkeley, CA
94704.
IUOI
WORKSTUDY POSITION AVAILABLE- Llbr")
ass.istanl. 15-20 hours per week, must work MWF
lunch. Conta:cl Women's Cenler, 277·37!'6 for in·

tcndcw.
I 1115
$SO PER 100 ENVELOPES stuffed and addre~scd a1
h.omc. Write Benco Enterprises Box 5239 Aus~in T.x.
78763. SOON.

11/16

PART TIME CASHIER.. Night.~ and weekends. Will
train. Apply in person. Frontier Reswuram • 2400
Ccntn~ISE.

IJ/17

Carrying case
reg. $4.95
When Purchased
w/camera .. $1.99

'

-Vlvttar
,TELE603

POINT'N SHOOT® POCKET CAMERA KIT
WITH NORMAL AND TELEPHOTO LENS
AND BUlL T·IN ELECTRONIC FLASH

g.$/l/1/l/.11 \ \

Student
Special

$47.66

DAYTIME HELP. HOURS 11-7, M·f·. 242-21HI.
Golden Fried Chicken.
11117
BARTENDER. PART·TIME, EXPERIENCED.
Call ror inter"lev.. The Establishment, 883·2540,
I 1/21

8.

By CHRIS MILLER
SANTA FE - The Board of
Educational Finance recommended
Friday a $1.6 million increase in
state appropriations for the 1979-80
school year - from $14.2 million
to $15.8 million- to fund special
programs at UNM.
The 11.3 per cent increase

MISCELLANEOUS

POETS. ARTISTS, CREATORS:

~ubmit

you!' work

10 UNM's ans/Uterary magazine, Conceptions SW .
Box 2() UNM Post Office 8713 I. Include S,A.S.E. for
rewrn. Oeadlinr: Nov. 27. For information e<\U Z77·
S656 or 873·1904 eves,
lfn
CHEAP WATER BEDS AT Water Trip$. $99 buys
si~e mattr~ss with 3·yr. guaranlee. $99 at Water
Trips. 3407 Central NE. 255-2289.
04105
DARTS! STUDENT SPBCIAL: professional br[slle
board miQ sc1 of nickel·silvcr d;ms with case. Ll~tli for
$52,..~pcd:d $39.50. I 1~5:30 TUI!S·Sat. 256·7103, Tlu:
Dart S1orc. (in l'h~ Silv&:rSunbe~m) 3409 Central NE.
11120

50 Poetic contraction
51 Restrict
53 Self-esteem
57 Revolves
61 Man's nickname
62 Wax product: 2 words
64 Omen
65 Concise
66 Man's nickname
67 Arthur68 Collect
69 Region
DOWN
1 Affected by:
Suffix
2 Girl's name
3 Flabby
4 Skewered
5 Cliff hanger
6 Some
horses
7 Away
8 Shopworn
9 Boredom
10 Flood
11 Needle case
12 Top-notch
13 Allows
18 Frenchman
22 Audibly

recommendation will be prc1ented
to the Department of Finance and
Adminstration for inclusion in
Gov.-elect Bruce King's executive
budget to be sent to the 1979 New
Mexico Legislature.
The special programs to receive
additional funds are: Medical
s~hool, up $752,000 to $8,7 million;

DAILY
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UNITED Feature Syndicate
iuesday's Puzzle Solved.

r

24 Nuts
45 Tree
26 Blip ma.47 Awn
chine
49 Inside:
27 Muse of poComb. form
etry
52 Hair lock
28 Beginners
53 Room: Sp.
30 Roof part
54 Sashes
31 Rose es55 Near
sence
56 Pronoun
32 Considers
33 Nullify
58 Stratum
36 Whimper
59 Commune
39 Claude-:
near Padua
Fr. artist
60 Mets sta.
.40 Certain Afridium
cans: Var.
63 Old Eng.
43 Tertiary
coin

Davis announces
two task forces

UNM's Provost Office, under
the direction of University
President William E. Davis, has
announced formation of two task
forces designed to organize
cooperative efforts between
Albuquerque's TechnicalVocational lnstitllte and the
University,
The unnamed task forces were
created as the result of September's
voter defeat of a proposed in-

dependent community college, said
Davis at the Oct. 13 Board of
Regent's meeting,
Davis told the regents a task
force, composed of UNM faculty
and administrators, had been
created to cooperate with T- Vi in
development of associate (twoyear) degree programs. The
programs arc designed to provide
alternate educational opportunities
to those not prepared to begin

PIRG election today
I

':'

f

NMP!RG Board of Directors elections will be held today. Polling
places arc in the SUB, outside of Mitchell Hall and at the Law School.
Candidate's statements will be posted at all polling places and at the
information booth. All students are encouraged to vote. Polls will be
open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

By TIM WITTHAUER
Surveyors: Perhaps the easiest
definition is "the man who sets out
the stakes along the road before
construction work is begun. "The
dictionary defines surveyor as "one
who surveys." But what is surveying?
In the broadest sense, surveying
is the acurately scaled represen·
tation of the earth's surface
features
on. maps.
More
specifically, the modern surveyor
deals with representing land areas
which are the sites of proposed
construction projects.

A good cartridge should be replaced after 100
hours of playtime!
Come have your shure cartridge checked for wear
with our new professional shure microscope. We
can upgrade your present system with the NEW...
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FU/l FL tapes are made with gam!_ila ferric

par!ICies of high molecular density andj when
usl!d hi cassette machines having selsctabla
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traditional university work.
Another task force, assigned to
conduct surveys of long-range
community education needs, was
also created, said Davis.
In an Oct. 3 letter from the
Provost's Office, members of the
first task force were asked to work
with another T-V! task force "to be
appointed by Vice President (Louis)
Saavedra," and "to explore other
possible needs to which response
can be quickly made on the basis of
existing resources."
In the same letter members of the
second survey task force were asked
to contact trade unions, the New
Mexico Apprenticeship Council,
government personnel directors,
the Albuquerque Home Builders

Construction sites measured----

radically, n~w, ultra·thin pole piece optimizes magnetic
chart~ct~nstr~s, culs ~agnettc losse5 1 rlatlehS ft'~(Jon-se across
the entrre range. ~ude·mou~tcd biradial elliptical stylus tip
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forces) with tidiculous ease. ·
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Dillards normal
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Special

athleti<;s, up $45,000 to $694,500;
edu~alional ielevhion, up $39,000
to $589,700; ct;ncer center, up
$63,000 to $463,000; student exchange, down $30,000 to $1.5
million:
emergency
medical
academy, up $39,000 to $305 ,000;
poison control center, up $16,000
to $191 ,700; out-of-state indigent,

New Mexico

TDDAY'S CBDSSIDID PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Paintings
5 Fish
10 Green shade
14 Slip
15- of Commons
16 No. Amer.
Indian
17 Resettled in
a new land
19 Chit
20 Officer
21 Journals
23 Oklahoma
city
25 Gaucho tree
26 Say again
29 Beverage
34 Dry
35 Girl's name
37 Speak
38 Indian tree
39 Furrowed
41 Asian shrub
42 Expiate
44 Caught in
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HOST WANTED. MATURE, well-clres~ed male
wanted, Shirt & tie, over 21. Call 883-2$40 or come by
The Establishment.
11117
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FOUNI): WOMAN'S GOLD w:tiCh with broken
bnnd.lde11tify· 1md claim. Marron Hall. Room 105.
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~Pl.:ClAL SALI~ JBL lf4Jll Slttdio Monitor~. Will

tnkc tr.ade. Hl·Fi Halls~. JQJ I Monic VJsca NE. 11117
Hi!AR JBL SPEAKERS. Receive free Cal Jam
pO'>IC!'. Hi-Fi House, 3011 Monte Vista NE.
l I /17
SKI BOOTS· HANSON, excellent condition, si;o;e S·

PART TIME JOB ~1\le~, ne"ible hour~. good pay.
Po~sible hill lime during brc~k.. Call Phil Fram:zyk.
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Nick Calderone, a civil engineering major, peers through a
transit insturment, used fat surveying, while Jeff Mather
takes notes. Civil engineering students at UNM ate required
to take five hours of surveying courses.

Because surveying is involved in
so many civil engineering projects,
it would seem beneficial to the civil
engineer to know something about
surveying, and in fact, civil
engineering students at UNM are
required to take five hours of
surveying, usually during their
sophomore year.
Glenn A. Sears, associate
professor of civil engineering, who
teaches one of the courses, said that
in the first semester c·ourse,
Engineering
Measurement,
the
students are taught to run surveys
and use such surveyor's instruments
as an engineer's level, transits and
theodolites, plane tables, alidades
and electronic distance measuring
i ristruments.
'rhe second course, Sears said,
teaches route surveying, which
includes calculating and staking
circular curves, spirab, horizontal
curves, cross-sectioning and
profiles. Fie also said that the
combined surveying course, CE
281-282, was the only one he knew
of in any departmetll which made
the St\tdcnt employable after one
vcar or study.

up $72,000 to $552,lXlO; Children''
l'sy<:himric Center, up $3lXl,tXlO to
$2. I million; and health manpower,

up $800 to $11,000.
The BbF also recommended an
appropriation of $9.9 million for a
biomedical research facility. If
approved by the state legislature,
the 99,700-squarc footllddition will
be built on the west side of the basic
sciencs building on the north
campus. The fnciltiy would provide
space for research and make additional space in the basic science
building available for instruction
and permit the removal of some
temporary buildings, UNM officials said.
ln other action rtffecting the
University,
the
Board
of
Educational
Finance approved

7.~ J'\'t c~nt itKteasc in
tuilion tales at LINM to bc.:omc
effective lhc sumtm'r scssilln ol
1978.
If approved by the 1979 stat~
legislature, tuition for a l'ull-timc
residcnl 'tudcnt will increase from
the currcnl rate of $150.50 a
semester ($1;!.55 a credit hour) to
$162 a semester ($13.50 a ncclit
hour). Tuition for a full-ttmc
nonresident student will increase
from $7.18.20 a semester ($57.85 a
credit hour) to $768 a semester ($64
rt credit hour).
The $11.50 tuttton increase
to~ether with the $12.50 boost in
student fees will raise the total
educational cost for a full-time
resident student from the nmcnl

Friclay a

Rapes decline
By JAMES I>'JSHER
Rape in Albuquerque no longer oecur.s more per capita titan
anywhere else in the country.
"We're second now," said Sgt. Gilbert Gallegos or the A I'D Rape
Detail.
Lawton, Okla. took the honors in figures publi:,hcd in September
by Law Enforcement Communications Magazine, he .said.
The reorganization of the Rape Detail and a unique new state law
may be responsible for the decline in the city's rape rate.
The responsibility for investigating sexual crime was given to a
special squad in the A PD recently, along with the job of acting as a
clearing house for incoming juvenile complaints.
Gallegos said the expanded community education pro:;rams offered
by the department are the most effective means of stopping rape, The
talks keep many women from being potential victims," he said.
Rape Crisis Center's Jan McMillan Agrees.
At a meeting on campus last Thursday she told a small audience a
rapist is more likely to choose someone !Ls a victim who looks easy to
overcome.
"You can make yourself look less like a victim. lake a class in selfdefense. Learn to walk and move like you're in control," she said.
"People are not raped because of sex. They're raped because of the
problems of the rapist.
"Rape is a violent act; the motives are power, control and
aggression, not sex.
''Our first job at the center is to hand control back to the victim,''
she said.
The methods used by APD 1-aiiOl officers m tne mittal mterview
with rape victims are improving, McMillan said.
Albuquerque's Rape Crisis Center is helping run some in-service
training sessions for the police, and there is a lot more cooperation
between Patrol officers and the center, she said.
Both the Rape Crisis Ce11ler and APD are benefiting from new
programs and funds provided in a unique state law passed July I_
The Sexual Crimes Prosecution and Treatment Act is "one of a
kind in the United States," said Carol McAllister, state coordinator of
the program.

ACT scores increase
third year in a row
By BARBARA RIGG
The American College Test scores for this year's incoming freshmen at UNM rose a tenth of a point, making this the third year in a
row that the scores have been on the rise.
"Three years does not a trend make," said William H. Huber, dean
of University College.
"! do think it (the scores) will drift upwards and eventually level
off. I don't think we will ever again reach the levels we saw in 196768," Huber said.
The composite ACT score for incoming freshmen in 1967 was 21.9The composite score for this year is 18.5.
"To understand why everyone is delighted with this small increase,
one must look at the nose-dive that the scores took between 1968 and
1975 when the drop bottomed out at 18.1," Huber said.
.
,
Huber explained that the ACT and its sister test, the Scholasttc
Aptitude Test (SAT), measure academic aptitude as it. exist~ in t~e
person taking the test at the time it is taken. Academ1c aptttude ts
defined by Huber as those mental skills and abilities which are
necessary for success in traditional college programs.
'"When educators became aware that the dropping scores were an
indicator that a student's academic aptitude was suffering, we became
greatly alarmed,'' said Huber.
''EVerybody was blaming everybody else: students said, the te~t was
too difficult, teachers blamed parents for not prepanng ch!ldren
better," he said.
The result of this controversy was that a board of educators conducted a study to come up with the reasons for students' educational
skills dwpping.
The Report of the Advisory Panel on the Scholastic Aptitude Test
Score Decline concluded in 1977 that the test was not any more di fficult, and placed the blame on several factors:
.
1) The decli11e before 1970 was attributed to the theory that students
from every section of culture and economy were takihg the test ihstead
of just upper-class students.
2) A teductiott in the required courses at the secondary level.
3) Diminished emphasis on basic skills - reading, writing and arith"
metic.
4) Children's learning developed through viewing arid listening, i.e.
.
television,
5) rhe changing role irl the family, higher divorce rate and both
parents WOrking.
Cootl,...odon Pogo6

